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! yet to determine whether it is a real must lie eliminated.
How shall this cessfully. 1 he mineral wealth of AlasPublished every Wednesday morning ! revolution, o r a personal revolt of the elimination be secured? The best an- ka includes coal deposits of unknown
u,, swer
swer isis contained m the following uuantity, which the naval tests have
by the Times Publishing Co.
(Present Governor. Esteban CCaa n
ntu
letter upon
upon the
the demonstrated,
demonstrated, as
as Secretary Daniel:-'against Balderomeo Almada, who lias paragraph from a letter
same
subject
of
public
economy
adassures
us.
to
be
of excellent qualify,
CHAS. H. FOGG, Pres. A Mgr.
been named as his successor.
dressed to the English press and sign- It is expected that the munis of the
Subscription in U. S. $1.5C per year
ed by sixteen distinguished English i Pacific fleet in the matter of coal will
NOVICE DRIVERS
1n advance; in Canada $2.00 in advance
presently be supplied from t h i s
The great increase in number of public men. They say:
Single copies five cents
source.
The fisheries of Aiask... m. r “After much consideration wo be
motor ears in use this year, means that
over,
have
hardly been touched, al
Advertising rates based upon guaran many of the drivers are novices. lieve that there is no cure for tlie
though
they
are known to be ot grout
Some learn to operate their ears well present state 1of affairs except in the
teed paid in advance circulation
in a few days, while ('fliers require constituencies. Deliberations of par- value. All in ali, it is a coir uv o.
Entered at the Post Office at Houlton many weeks before they become con- liamentary committees without, ef- wonderful possibilities: the wonder is
for circulation at second class
tident. The gyrations performed by! fertile power are mere waste of time, that we have been so long in reuiiz-

postal rates.

real manhood tops all considerations
of monetary worth.
He has taken
.Massachusetts to the very top of all
the states as being insistent that by
the sword of justice all persons and
every citizen shall seek Quiet repose
under liberty and law.
_____________

LIQUOR’S VAIN HOPES
By their attitude, their utterances
and their actions, the rum forces of
the country show that they stiil chorish a confident hope that, through
the power of a public sentiment
aroused in their favor, they can nuliA OI’ sterilize tin prohi!:;ijon law.
J icy proless to find many tacts to
st:; port that belh t.
They an* persuaded, for e y .,M.p(.
that prohibition -which they pretend
was established through the guile of a
fanatical minority—-is under the blight
of a widespread and growing unpop
ularity. As evidence they cite Dm
•spousal of the wet cause by tin* par
ty that has been in control ot the na
tional government for nearly eight
years, through the nomination of
candidate whose record and views av •
unmistakably pro-liquor. Even more
convincing, they argue, is the fact that
the contending party has not had the
courage to accept the challenge, hut
has taken refuge behind a policy of
silence and evasion.
But it is from the organized, fla
grant and persistent violation of con
stitutional prohibition that they ex-

tract floor

.
*

~

* encouragement.

Never were men under a more hope
less delusion than those who look for
a restoration of the outlawed business
Never was there a more baseless fallacy than their belief that prohibition
has already outstayed its welcome and
that there is a great popular move
ment to make it a dead letter.
* * *
But the fatal error of the liquor optimists lies in their imaging that th6
law-breaking saloonkeeper and his
customers, the bootlegging element
and an incompetent or indifferent depurtment of justice, constitute the
force of American public opnion.
They are under the astonishing hall
ucination that by advertising and cele
brating sordid offenses against law
and order they are helping their cause
whereas the obvious fact is that they
arc bringing it into greater dispute

some nervous novices, are a source of The only hope lies in the sound inda- big any ot them.
alarm
to the careful operator who lias ment and good sense o! tin* electors.
-----All Subscriptions are DISCONTINH E R E ’S V O U R M A N . B O Y S
to meet them in tight places.
They alone have the power to insist
UED at expiration
T h e boys graduating from college
The majority of accidents are cans- i that a halt shall be called to the policy
ed not by novices, but by experienced of prodigality that is draining the nu- or high schools this year have an un
T H E ENTERPRISING STORE
usual example of what a citizen should
drivers who become careless and re- tional resources and national power,
Tlu, s j tu:iti()n described in the let be ill the chief executive of .Massachu
Retail stores are of different types. lax precautions. However many novMany merchants do faithful giul hon ices become confident in a very short ter of these eminent Englishmen is setts. A plain man. honest wheal.
est work, hut can not get out of the time that they can drive very rapidly very similar to that which exists in quiet, thorough pa iust akin.u and in
leriy, by observance
rut into which they have fallen. They are anxious to show off bow the United States heavy laves with sist.cm on true
They run along on about the same quickly they have learned to inert dif no immediate prospect of their al of law and order as bein'-' the real
lines of goods each year, and are not ficult conditions. They are good peo leviation, a cost of living that has method of treating one' s ne i g hb o r as
I Nearly everyone arrives at a I
wide awake to jjet special values and ple to look out for.
become “ a nightmare to many mil- one would l>e treated, gives the stan
J
point where there is need for 1
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of
useful
citizenship
to
whi<
h
Such novices need to be reminded j lions
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a
tonic-restorative.
gny
yoauu
man
may
well
aspir".
le
that fancies its mission in <nbuy of them do not get cheated, hut that things happen very quickly in
..js t n f))jn|, om )i(nv IhpV ,.;!V litis greatest of ail commercial ami
they are not likely to get exceptional driving an automobile. On a second's j
values, and they could buy cheaper warning a terrible accident may hap-; Sj,(>11(| jp,. public money on vast pro- luxurious (was. when making money
at a different type of store.
* i'en.
|jects" without serious attention to the and spending it is the dominating spir
is the choice of tens of thouSome merchants, however, are al
Operating a car at a good rate o f ! necessity of curtailment ot expendi- it of so many, it is well for the young
. sands because it gives tone {
man just going into a world of respo .ways more wide awake to get the very speed on a country road is learned j ture
to the whole system and 1
sibility and results to study what it
ease.
But
when
one!
r.M
,
.
,
,
,
,.
best values the market can afford. with compartivo
restores strength.
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I he reinedv is m tin1 bands <>) the
to traverse city streets having;|voters—....
. .. the in- is that makes the true citizen and con
They are constantly studying condi begins
”
the ' constituencies
MAKE SCOTTS YOUR CHOICE! X
traffic, lie finds lie lias much ! dividual citizens who
. m
. . .the end. ,lnvc sequently a good man at home or
tions comparing the offers of sales congested
Scott 8: Bowne. Bloomfi
*
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abroad. The history of Massachusetts
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men, looking for special chances to to learn. If he does go banging ahead j to loot file
lulls. As the Emms!) bdand the nation abounds with inspiring AROOSTOOK, ss.
.
.
pick up good lots.
They are keen without regard to street intersections il ter savs: , I lie punt
action and, mfiiiSupreme Judicial Court. BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.
examples,
but here right at home, is
or
the
rights
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pedestrians,
he
will,
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judges of values, and are quick to see
^
1
! mice ot all tin1 forces that hold public
In Equity
TIME TABLE
.
. .be one ot ,,
that a certain offering has exception soon be making a humble appearance economv
Corrected to June 28. 1920
to
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court. It is.
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Advertising gives a store of this a man sized job to drive through:
,
used it the campaign is to he elteciive
William
H.
Cunliffe.
Jr.,
as
Receive'’,
s
21
a.
m.—I-V
-r Fort Fairfield. Carbiou
crowded
streets.
Novices
who
teel
,
w.
.
.
,
best sort.
There are trmne Motts
type a chance to demonstrate its ser
and ultimata' success achieved.
’’ living filed a report sotting forth that
Limestone and Van Buren.
about
it,
would
better
get
problems
which
are
to
be
solved
by,
vice. Without advertising, the public nervous
all creditors of said partnership haw 0.3S a. m.— Fur Bangui'. Portland and
the next generation.
would not realize the exceptionally more practice before they get into
been paid, and his duties as receiver
Boston.
tangled traffic.
j
DISCOVERING ALASKA
The years of the present generation >comp!,tod, ami asking that such re 11. 1o a. in.— Fur Ashland, St. Francis, Ft.
valuable service it has to offer.
Kent.
Washburn.
Presque,
The one principle that the green
Following his trip of inspection /e are not enough for the solution o' tlm port mar be accepted:
With advertising people are attract
IT LS ORDERED, that representing
Fie. Van Buren via Squa Pan
ed by Its obvious enterprise. It gets driver shbuld learn, is that the spirit j fhe (.()al fit,1(js ()t- Alaska. Secreta ry numberless changes ot social, nliai- •bis matter a hearing be had at the
and Mapletmi.
a chance to make good and to obtain of hurry is very perilous. Trying to ; Daniels urges that we should wake ous. economic and political questions. Uo ;rt House, in Caribou, on Tuesday, 12.1 a p. m.— For Ft. Fairfield and Caribou.
the reward which its superior qualities save a few seconds may bring on a up to a realization of what a hugo forme:’, by the happenings of the pas» * ‘MU<unher 7th. 1<>2». at nine o'clock in 1.33 p. in.— Fur Greenville, Bangor, Port
land and Boston.
which are so necessary to successful mischance that will cause a lifetime prize we have in that northern terri five years. There must be sum-- pr< a* the forenoon, and that of such intend
ed hearing notice shall be given.
of regret. Better lie a few minutes tory. The resources of Alaska have directing minds to make tin- b ader^ of (1) By the publication of a copy here 6.35 p. in.— For Ft. Fairfield. Van Buren.
merchandising.
7.05 ]). in.— For Bangor. Portland and
Thus the character of a store is re late to your appointment than take been known for many years, of course, men in this and other states as tlm
of, attested by the Clerk, one.' in
Boston Buffet Sleeping Car
each week for three successive
Van Buren to Boston.
flected by the extent to which it hazards you would avoid under or but they have been mainly recapitulat leaders of today and the next decad
w e ek s in the Houlton Times a
Due H O U L T O N
makes use of publicity. The public dinary conditions.
ed in the arid pages of government lay down the burden of their .-ndeanewspaper published at Houlton. 8.11 a. in — From Boston. Portland B an 
vors
to
straighten
out
the
barassnn
r.ts
feels that the advertising store is a
the late t publication to be four
! publications which are read bv vorv
gor.
Buffet Sleeping Boston
PARK DEVELOPMENT
!
s„.,.,.1:1,.v „r
„iivy and uncertainty of the world existinu'
wide-awake, pushing, ambitious sort
teen days at least before the day
to Van Buren.
set for hearing;
'.1.51 a. in.— From Van Buren. Caribou
Those great direct inn mimN
of a place, which is keenly alive and
If American towns could only bo*)j.,s apparently not been of that small today.
and Fort Fairfield,
alert to do the best it can by the pub laid out over again, most of then- n u m b e r. At any rate, he has now he n must be of the hoys who are today (2 1 By mailing a printed copy of this
order, fourteen days as aforesaid. 12.3."
m.— From Boston. Portland. B an 
graduating
trom
the
schools.
They
lic and make good. Naturally then, would be developed on a diftoient j () see fj,t, country for himself, and re
to every person who filed claim as
gui- and Greenville.
the public goes to the advertised plan. A park space would lie the com- turns y,ith the enthusiasm of a press must have the saute rugged liom.oy
a creditor against the receivership 1.20 p. m.— From Limestone. Caribou and
estate, at the postal address given
Fort Fairfield.
store.
munity center, with business build agent. Modifying the famous advice which has ey,-r d i a ra( 1eri ■/.<-d th--- r>-a!
in his proof.
2.5(1 p m.— From St. Frances. Fort Kent,
men
of
the
old
Bay
State,
of
w!i
an
ings around it
In most places this ()^ y[()ra(.(, Greeloy*. he advises the am
CHARLES J. DUNN.
Van Bureti. W a s h b u r n .
DON'T KICK YOUR TOWN
dream is now impossible, except at lhtious young neui of the country to Governor Ooolidge is not the- leas'.
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
Pi <sque Isle, via Squa Pan.
No
man
of
millions
today
qicged
as
July 21st. 1920.
6.18 p m . —From Boston. Portland and
There is no better evidence of f prohibitive cost. However, opportun “ Go North."
A true copv.
Bangor.
an example as is this modest, calm,
commendable community spirit that ities for good development at moder
No area within tlu- jurisdiction o ’Attest: MICHAEL M. CLARK.
6.55
m .—From Van Buren. Lime«ton«.
collected
and
taciturn
e
x
e
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that of loyality to a town in which a ate cost exist today in every town. By the United States lias b,-- u so gro
Clerk.
Caribou. Fort Fairfield.
1930 or 1940, the people will be blam
person lives.
Tina- fables giving c uigaete information
tesquely misunderstood as Alaska.
may be ubtained at ticket offices.
If a town is worth living in it is ing the lack of foresight that they did The averago American associates this
GKO. M. H OU G HTON .
worth defending and supporting in its not take avantage of them in 192i».
huge region with reindeer, polar bear
General Passenger Agent. Bangor, Maine.
Almost any town could undertake
efforts to advance with the rest of the
and Esmimeaux. One reason is that
a moderate park development, which the cultivate portions of Alaska have
world.
Yet in almost every community you in most eases should follow these been hitherto very difficult of access.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
will find people who can see nothing lines:
But with the completion of the new
1. Open spaces obtained by taking
good in their surroundings.
DR. JOHN 0. WILLEY
Alaskan ruiroad and the development
They can not recognize the fact that vacant lots or tearing down buildings of water transportation as provided in
Osteopathic Physician
though it may be humble, it yet is of small value, these to be as near the merchant marine act of four y> ars
Phone 244
Hours: 9 to 12-2 to 5
j ago. this condition of affairs may be
home— that it has clothed them, and the business center as possible.
New Masonic Bldg.
HOULTON
2. Playgrounds for children in j expected to change. Alaska is far to
fed them, and cared for them in sick
ness and in health, and has furnshed every section of the town.
the north, it is true; but so are the
C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
3. Reservation of large and attrac
them friends who have been steadfast
Scandinavian countries u: i-N.-one.
OFFICE AT RESIDENCE
tive spaces on the outskirts of a town Like tile latter, it lias gr- at arms of
and true.
123
Main St. Houlton, Me.
They magnify its imperfections and : for tree growth and athletic sports.
A
park
spot
near
a
business
dis
spread clouds wherever they go.
(
They often make life miserable for trict. handsomely plant ml with trees
others and invariably make it a re- and shrubs, makes real estate near it
DR. F. 0. 0RCUTT
much more valuable. It is an advev*
proach to themselves.
KEEP Y O U R SHOES NEAT
DENTIST
But there is a brighter side to this j tisement of the culture, progress, and j
Fogg Block
THE BIG VALUE PACKAGES
✓
Btory. The abuse these short sighted j high standards or the town.
i
✓
If you get up in the morning
L IQ U ID A N D C A K E
✓
people upon their place of abode gen-j Sonae of the newer etmimuniDos d< feeling dizzy and weak, it usually
V
✓
DR. W. B. R0BEN
Also Pastes and Liquids— for Black, Tan, Ox-Blood and Dark'
©rally falls upon unsympathetic ears, j veloped after these plans with caret nil indicates a sluggish liver, or poor
N
✓
Brown Shoes
OSTEOPATHIC
PHYSICIAN
N
✓
Their neighbors and friends know j park spaces now grown in to ban
digestion. Aside from its unpleas
THE F. F. DALLEY CORPORATIONS LTD.,
BUFFALO. N. Y
\.
✓
Suite
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14
Mansur
Block
antness,
this
condition
may
become
them as they
are— as people who j some trees and shrubbery, have a
dangerous;
it
should
be
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be
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i
m
m
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\
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Tel.
156
Houlton,
Maine
might of been
valuable citizens cap-j marvelous charm and attractiveness
fore your vitality becomes impaired,
able of constructive work, but whose Also in some of the old Eastern tou r s, and you are then less able to with
dispositions have been warped
in, the pioneers had sense enough to save stand disease.
younger days,
possibly through no commons in their center, which are
A teaspoonful o f “ L.F.” Atwood's
V
particular fault of their own.
j now grown into wonderful eim shaded Medicine will stimulate the action
o
f
yoar
digestive
organs,
and
re
Their criticisms are listened to with j parks. No (/flier form of public in>
establish normal conditions. Taken
good patience, but are forgotten about provement dor's more to nuvke a tow- ! regularly it will quickly restore
seem
desirable
than
this.
This
nee*:"
j
as soon as uttered.
your vitality, and you will sleep soundly
The views of the chronic kicker and not be much expense outside of lair!, and awake refreshed, and clear-headed.
fault finder have less weight than as development work coubf be d e n e 1 Powders and tablets containing
Acetanilid or other coal-tar deriva
those of any other adult element of the by volunteer work if the taxpayers be tives tend to weaken
grudge the money.
human race.
the heart’s action. The
OVICTORIA
true
“ L. F.”
simpTy
* When he thinks he is kicking his
CURBING EXTRAVAGANCE
sets natural methods
town he generally finds that he is kick
In the Northampton address which in action and benefits
ing himself instead.
the entire system. If
has made so sttrong an appcjti to the you have-never us°rf rt
people of the entire country Gov. Coo
VILLA'S SURRENDER
send for a bottle now.
lidge
had
this
to
say
about
our
econo(
Your
(fruggist sells it
I f the surrender of Francisco Villa
mic situation: ‘The most obvious for 50c a bottle, fiO
t o the de la Huerta government of
M a k in g th e fa s t e s t tim e b e t w e e n
Fort William in 30 hours, Winnipeg
Mexico, and his acceptance of the place to begin retrenchment is by eli- \ «TSp>^O,Iw i,^ 0.8es' *^le
in 41, Regina in 51, Calgary in 65, and
te r m in a ls o f a n y tr a n s c o n tin e n ta l train
terms under which he will retire to minating the extravagance of the gov-1 poitlaad Maine” 6 C° ‘’

Dizzy

f k R ight C h oice^

Scott’sEmulsion

I

W H ITE SHOE DRESSING

C A N A D IA N P A C IF IC R A ILW A Y

The TRANS-CAN ADA LIMITED
A New Daily All-Sleeping'-Car Train

private life upon a tract of land given
llim by the government, with some
financial guarantee to sustain him,
means, as may be hoped, his perman
ent retirement from the bandit in
dustry, it will be a joyous event for
Mexico, and will help greatly to stabil
ize the present government. It is a
little hafld to think of Villa’s leading
a peaceful farmer's life, he has for
years been a menace to whatever
government existed or was trying to
exist, pillaging and murdering, with
out mercy and without special motive,
and followed by thousands of kindred
desperadoes, who obeyed his orders
and divided the loot. Villa now pro
fesses to be acting from patriotic na
tives, a desire for peace, and belief in
the strength of the present govern
ment. Up to the last ha was boastful
o f his achievements in the way of out
lawry, claiming that his warfare had
cost forty thousand lives, and would
cost forty thousand more if his terms
for joining the new government were
not met.
The retirement of Villa encourages
the hope that the elections which are
about to be held in Mexico will lie real
elections, expressing the real choice
of the people, and that the govern
ment emerging from them, both as to
the Congress and the President, will
be a real government. The revolu
tionary movement in Lower California
is a disquieting circumstance to

in A m e r ic a , a n d s a v in g a b u s in e s s d a y

in r e a c h in g W in n ip e g a n d th e c it ie s to
th e P a c ific C o a s t.

Vancouver in 92 hours.
Leaves Montreal (Windsor St.) at
• 5.00 p.m. daily, and Toronto at 9.00
p.m. daily. (Eastern Standard Time.)

L im ite d to Sleeping-Car Passengers only
(Except parlor-car passenyers between Montreal and Ottawa)

To purchase sleeping-car space, apply to any agent of the

CANADIAN

PACIFIC

RAILWAY

W H E R E TO S T A Y

Hebron Academ y
HEBRON, MAINE

T

H E s( .ritual and material success
of y o u rg irh a:u! boys depend upon
tneir selito!m_
For over l i b years
Hebron Academy has guided ambi
tious girls and boys into the paths of
prosperity and happiness.
Here the
student is taught a tearless honesty, a
Christian independence of thought
and action, and the principles of good
citizenship.
Located in hilly country, with the
magnificent view of Mount Washing
ton and the White Mountain Range
forty-five miles away, the Academy
is ideally situated for developing both

Ten Buildings

the minds and bodies of its students.
T l it school f as ten buildings includ
ing two span.ous dm m itoties, one t-.r
gii! and one for boys
In this wholesome and hoc,:.. hUatm osphere 'he student prospers
'Fhe courses int hide lsn,d:sn. Mat nmat ics, S c i e n v t , i ’ h y s n -., L a tin ,
Spanish, French. Heme Leon-, r-.cs,
Domestic Ch e m u trv . ElociPiou, busi
ness English and .Arithmetic. A ll
sports. Faculty changes are' infre
quent.
I ’ u pi Is a l w a \ - under e\perieiiced teachers, mas'er; in tt: .n
lines.

En route to the Pacific Coast you
should stay at Canadian Pacific
hotels. There is no better standard
of hotel accommodation in Canada.
Besides the city hotels pictured
below, which are open all the year
round, there are others that appeal
to holiday travellers picturesquely
v»m m r r f ? fr~f]
situated in the magnificent Cana
dian Pacific Rockies—at Banff, M it r S f F c p ]
Lake Louise, Emerald Lake, Glacier
and Sicamous.
PALLISER.' C A L G A R Y

IjS & l

—

HOTEL VANCOUVER.

Forty Acres

For catalog and particulars address

W m . E. S a rg en t, L itt.D ., Principal

EMPRESS HOTEL
\ I - t c /.

ROYAL A L E X A N D R A ' WINNIPEG ^

PLACE V IG E R c MONTREAL
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CHURCH SERVICES

j ( 1) An average daily minimum
1movement of freight cars of not less

danger of the car overturning il' this
were done—the car cannot be stopped
F r o Baptist
j than 30 miles per day.
in several times its own length, and
Hev. Mr. Jenkins, Pastor.
Experts from the Marconi Wireless great skill in manipulating the brake
(3) An average loading of 30 tons
Morning service at 10.30 A. M*.
Company who are in St. John’s, N. F.. and steering wheel is necessary to stop
I per day.
Sunday school at 12.00 M.
conducting experiments in long dis it successfully.
Young People’s meeting 6.00 P. M. i (3) Reduction of bad order oars to tance wireless telephone communica
New York State roads are notorious
a maximum of 4A of total owned.
Evening service at 7.00 P. M.
tion announced that they have heard for tlieir curves; that :'s one far! or.
(4i An early and substantial re messages from tin* Chelmsford Sta
Special music by choir.
duction in the number of locomotives tion near London, more than 2,000 Another is that there arc a good m 1iy
Choir practice Monday nights.
drivers who like to drive slowly, and
All are cordially invited to come and now unfit for service, and
miles distant. They said that they another set that wants to step on the
hear the Rev. Mr. Jenkins.
(5) Should make more effective recognized the voice of Captain Rund.
Tuesday night church prayer and efforts to bring about the return of the expert in charge, and identified gas all the while always seem in a
hurry to “ get there.” I do not know
praise Service.
i cars to the owner of the roads,
several words but failed to pick up which is the greater menace, the man
Church of the Good Shepherd
j RESOLVED, That all railroad com- any connected sentences.
who drives too fast or the man who
j panies shall forward to the Advisory ] The officials in charge said they had drives too slow, because even the man
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector
j Committee or such agency as the lat- heard faintly messages from the who drives well within the legal speed
8unday Services
ter may designate, reports that will steamer Victorian which left LiverHoly Communion at 8 a. m.
limit may desire to go faster than the
Also on the first Sunday in tfee enable a check to be kept currently of; 1)0°1 last week for Sydney, N. S.arnl slow driver. Where there are so manv
performance under this resolution, and Montreal, with members of the Im cars on the road it is very difficult to
month at 10.30
perial Press Conference enroute to pass a slow-moving car without doing
Morning Prayer and Sermon at 10.30 the Advisory Committee shall arrange
Ottawa.
They also said that the it on or very near a curve. A curve
for
comparative
compilation
of
such
Evening Prayer and Sermon at 7
steamer Imperator reported hearing
reports
and
make
distribution
to
the
which one cannot see around is al
Sunday School at noon
signals from their station when 500
individual companies.
ways a point of danger and should be
First Baptist
RESOLVED, That the Advisory miles west of Bishop’s Rock.
approached well under control.
Court St
Committee be instructed to acquaint
With two streams of cars going in
Rev. Henry C. Speed, pastor.
the Interstate Commerce Commission
COUNTRY ROAD MOTORING opposite directions, unless the slow
10.30 morning worship with sermon.
with this action,
Many causes have contributed to the driver pulls well over to one side the
12.00 Bible School with classes for
NOTE: While the car performance exceptionally large number of motor oar behind must wait until all is clear
•sen and women.
4 P. M. Junior Christian Endeavor. proposed has never before attained. Jaccidents during the recent Spring in the opposite direction before he can

7.00 gospel song service and sermon. it is believed that such a performance
is not possible of attainment if the
8.00 Aftermeeting.
Tuesday evening at 7.30 mid-week i full co-operation of the public can be
secured.
prayer service.
Choir rehearsal each Tuesday even
ing at the close of the regular prayer
meeting.
First Congregational
Rev. A. M. Thompson, pastor.
Morning service at 10.30.
Sunday school at 12 o'clock. Bible
classes for men and women.
Young Peoples meeting at 6.15 p. m.
Evening service at 7 p. m.
Prayer meeting Tuesday evening at
7.30.

SEE NEW EUROPEAN W AR
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RADIO 2000 MILES AW AY
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with the
the steadily
steadilv increasing
increasing si,fe' y
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* very 'vi,le

_
roadway.
The consequence is that
number of cars in use and the heavy
the first opportunity to pass is likely
traffic found on our main thorough- to be just before reaching a curve,
fares on Saturdays and Sundays, es- The driver speeds up and meets anpecially, the utmost care is necessary other car doing the same thing, and
there is a smash. He may start to go
from every operator.
by some distance from the curve, but
Much of the trouble on the roads is
it is rather difficult to get back on the
due to the fact that drivers do not right side before reaching the danger
really learn to drive. Nine-tenths of point.
The same thing applies to
the students who come to our school Kra(lps which are steep enough so that

PAGE THREE
race track or inside the grounds of an driving during the Winter ought to
institution for tin* mentally incompe get, out and practice a while before ha
tent.
attempts any touring; he should take
Of course, a car should always be an unfrequented road until he gets
driven at such a speed that a corner or his hand in again.
curve may be turned on the right side
Many accidents might be avoided if
of the road. The man who drives so the driver did not insist upon his
fast that he has to swing wide of the “ right of way.” It should not be tak
turn courts an accident. But the ear en for granted that the fellow who
should also be kept under full control keeps in the middle of the road is a
because just around the curve there road hog, ho may be just a plain fool,
may be a car stalled on the right side or not know enough about driving to
of the road which will he hard to get out of your way, and then again
avoid if driving fast.
he may see something ahead that you
Probably many accidents are due to
the fact that many drivers have not
had thair cars out <lllri,,S the Winte1’
or they have been driving wholly in
th* d t >’’
when speeding up on the
°Pen road are awkward in handling a
car. The man who has done only city

do not.
There are other things to avoid in
driving in the country, such as newly
oiled roads, where great care is nec
essary to prevent skidding and acci
dents, wet streets, and particularly
wet car tracks.
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Houlton Trust Co.
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Pays interest of 2 per cent on

m
of $ 5 0 0 or over
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Without official information regard
ing the decision of the allied powers
to furnish military aid to Poland in
her struggle with the Bolsheviki gov
ernment officials refrained from form
al expression of opinion, but unof
0n“ tannot see the roal1 aheart " ntil
ficially professed to see in the new have a contempt of road work. All he
gets over the top.
they
want
is
shop
or
mechanical
in
situation most of the' elements of a
Here
is the time to register a kick
European war on a broad scale.
|struction and they think the rest is
against the man who drives along
Army officers and officials of the I easy. They think that anybody can slowly until some one comes up behind
Methodist Episcopal
state
generally w e r « j drive, and it is this attitude of the , and blows the horn as a signal of passComer 8chool and Military Streets. frankly department
pessimistic as to the ability of
j average driver ■which produces acci ing and who waits until the automo
Rov. Thomas Whiteside, Pastor.
France and Great Britain to place
10.30 a. m Public Worship with sermon armies in Poland in time to check the dents. It is not appreciated that driv- bile is even and then steps on the gas
to have a little brush. This sort of a
13.00 m. Sunday School with Organ
Russian advance before Warsaw falls |ing is a seriouB matter and requires man is responsible for more trouble
ised apd Graded Classes for all.
and many of them are skeptical of the much skill and judgment. It is very than almost any other. I presume -it
3.30 p. m. Junior League Meeting.
3.00 p. m. Preparatory Members Class, jj power of either France or Great Bri- much easier to teach students the
(.16 p. m. Young Peoples’ meeting i tain to drive their war-weary, popu mechanics of a car than to teach them is the sporting instinct, but the man
who does it on a crowded road ought
under the auspices of the Epworth
lation into the struggle without a seri- driving.
League
to
he compelled to- tape his sport on a
Few drivers appreciate the fact that
7.0# p. m. Pvnise and Preaching service j ous unbalancing of domestic affairs.
with vetted chorus choir
Although technically the President the car acts in an entirely different
General prayer meeting at 7.30 every still is endowed with the specially con- \ mailner when driven at fifteen and
THIS W ILL ASTONISH
Tuesday evening.
ferred war powers, there was no dis- twenty-five miles an hour, especially
Christian Belence
HOULTON PEOPLE
.
j position in official circles to assume { w^ere the car *s a little heavy, t or
Sunday Service
at Presbyterian, that fae would involve tlw Ulllted one thing, in driving at the higher
The quick action of simple witchOhnroh, 11 A. M.
|States in a war between the Bolsheviki j ®Pee<l there is a much greater mo- hazel, camphor, hydrastis, etc., as
FIRST CHURCH OF HOULTON
and the allies, unless action must he mentum and the car will not round a mixed in Lavoptik eye wash, will surUnitarian
- - - - - r : : : : , V ; r . L w , L i curve without sliding or sidestepping. Prise Honlton people. One girl with
justified by some overt act against the I
_
i weak, strained eyes was helped by a
Military Street at Kelleran
army of occupation on the Rhine. or at least swinging wide, and is can
Preaching Service regularly every Reports to the state department indi not be stopped nearly so short. When single application. Her mother could
alternate Sunday at 10:30 a. m.
cate increasing tenseness between the driving at fifteen miles an hour a car hardly sew or read because of eye
In March on the 7th and 21st.
conservative and radical groups in can ordinarily be stopped in twice its pains. In one week she too was
Sunday School every Sunday at 12:00 Germany and it was generally believ length, hut in driving at twenty-five benefited. We guarantee a small
Dwight 7 . Mowery, Minister
ed that unless the radical element or thirty miles an hour, even though bottle of Lavoptik to help ANY CASE
114 Court Street
Tel. 186-W gained the ascendancy -the chances of the brakes hold well enough to lock weak, strained or inflamed eyes.
the United States becoming involved the wheels— and there would be great Aluminum eye cup FREE. O. F.
French & Son, druggists.
in the new situation were slight, al
TD SPEED UP SHIP
N O T IC E TO CONTRACTORS
a suggestion of American co
MENTS ON RAIL ROADS though
Separate sealed tenders addressed
operation with France and Great Bri
to the undersigned and endorsed on
At a meeting held In New York on tain was regarded as probable.
the envelope “Tender for the ConstrucEriday, July 16th, attended by about
For the present it was indicated at ■tion of the Substructure of the Ed
120 railroad Presidents, the extreme the state department the part of the j mundston. N. B.—Madawaska, Main*1
shortage of freight cars, particularly United States would be that of an in International Bridge’’ will he rereived
“box cars, existing at the present time terested observer. Steps already have at the office of the Supervising Engi
was discussed at length; this short been taken to remove from the war neer, Department of Public Works. A man is as old a9 his organ s; he
City of Quebec, Province of Quebec.
age Is acute in the west where many . area such Americans as may wish to Canada, up to the hour of 3 p. m. Wed can be a9 vigorous and healthy at
millions of bushels of last year's grain [ j
nesday. August IS. 192b, and there pub- 70 as at 35 if he aids his organs in
crop, which Should have been moved j Polish representatives who conferr- bliclv opened and read :
performing their functions. Keep
months ago, are stll awaiting ship ; ed with officials of the state depart- ; TENDERS are notified that:
you
r vital organs healthy with
W e will appreciate
Tenders will not be considered un
ment due to lack of care. This short I ment were elated by the news that less made on the forms supplied and
if you will send hia
age of equipment is brought about by ! Great Britain and France had promis signed with the actual signature of
name if your dealer
the fact that during ^the period of ed support. They expressed the opin the tenderer, stating his occupation
should
not happen
federal control of the railroads the ion that the mere announcement would and place of residence. In the case of
to have J O N E S ^
firms the actual signature and nature
Government had built only about for go for toward strengthening the mor of the occupation and place of resi
Cracker*.
CAPSULES
ty per cent of the number of freight ale of their government and army and deuce of each member of the firm
T h * world’s standard remedy for kidney,
cars that the railroads when under that it might even he possible with must be given.
liver, bladder and uric acid trouble* F. L . Jones Co.,
Each
tender
must
be
accompanied
private operation were in the habit sufficient ammunition, artillery and
by an accepted cheque on a charterer] sinca 1696; corrects disorders; stimulates Bangor, Me.
of ordering and consequently the other supplies to hold the Russians imj bank, equal to l b r; ()f the total vital organs. Alii druggists, three sices. Cracker Bakers
equipment was kept in use without check.
Their optimism, however, amount of the tender and payable to L A for tb« same Gold Modal on «vwry bos / 0 0 yean.
proper repairs being made-when the was not shared by some of the experts the order of the Minister of Public
railroads were turned back to their j who have been watching the opera Works, Panada, and the State Comj mission of Highways. Maine, jointly.
owners on March 1, 1920, not only was Jtions of the two f orces but it was ad 1as a guarantee that the tenderer will
there a great shortage'of cars (owing ! mitted that hope of the adjustment execute the eontract within ten days
to the usual number of new cars not j yet remained in the suggestion of an ; of the award and furnish a sarisfachaving been built) but the equipment j armistice made to Poland by British i tory bond amounting to one-half of the
contract price for the faithful perform
was in very bad shape, so that the government officials.
ance of the work.
present shortage and indications are
, The cheque will lie forfeited should
i tenderer fail to enter into the conthat it will be much worse next fall
How few' people are contented with : tract when called upon to do so, and
and winter; therefore, the following
their lot! The carpenter wants to be returned if the tender be not acceptresolutions were adopted and it was
anything but a carpenter, and the ma ; ed.
agreed to give them wide publicity:
! Plans, specifications and forms of
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Compound Interest of 4 per cent
|f on Savings Accounts o f a n y
| Am ount.................................................

J

Ask for these
packages at
your neighborhood
dealer’s.

(4*0)

These Crackers are H ard to keep
in the House.

MAN’S
BEST AGE

They are so good, so totally different
Everybody Likes Them

GOLD MEDAL

son anything but a mason, and the ■tender, bond, and contract can be,
I seen and form of tender obtained, at
'the following places in Panada: !)»•; partment of Public Works, Offices, Ot
tawa, Ontario; St.John.New Brunswick
Frededicton. New Brunswick; Quebec.
chards throw' down their blossoms Province of Quebec; Montreal. Pro
because Qiey are not tall cedar. Par vince of Quebec; also af the offices of
ents have the worst children that ever the Postmaster at Edmundston, New
Brunswick; and at the offices of the
were born, and each one has the great State Highway Commi ssi on, Augusta.
est misfortune, and every thing is up Maine.
The Department, of Public Works of
side dow'n, or going to he. Now, gen
tle reader, you will never make any Panada and the State Highway Com
mission of the State of Maine do not
advance through such a spirit. You hind themselves to accept the lowest
cannot fret yourself up hut you can or any tender.
By Order of
fret yourself dow’n. We brought noth
R. P. DESROPHERS.
ing into the world and it is certain we
Secretary
Department
of
Public
can carry nothing out. If we live the
Works, Panada.
right kind of lives, whatever our c i r
PAUL D. SARGENT,
cumstances may now be, we are going Chief Engineer, Maine State Highway
Commission.
23u
to have a glorious vacation. As in

Resolution Unanimously Adopted by editor anything but an editor and
Association af Railway Execu
everyone would be happy if he were
tives, New York, July 16,
only something else. The violet wants
1920
to be' a sun flower, and the apple or

WHEREAS, It is apparent that un
der exlsltlng conditions transporta
tion facilities of the railroads in the
United States, with particular refer
ence to the cars and locomotives, are
inadequate to handle the unusually
large volume of business offered for
movement In the country as a whole
at the present time; and
WHEREAS, It will be impossible to
overcome Immediately this deficiency
by increasing the number of cars and
locomotives, and it is clear that con
ditions require the most intensive use
of the existing facilities; and
WHEREAS, It is recognized that summer we put off our garments and j
upon release of the carriers from go down into the cool sea to bathe, so
1
Federal control, not only were the we put off our garments of flesh and
cars and locomotives in the country step into the cool garden of eternity. I
as a whole inadequate and in an im
GUARANTEED to give
paired condition, but the distribution
instant r e lie f and posi
Loss of Vitality is loss of the prin
tively cure the moat etubborn
of cars as to ownership was such as to ciple of life, and is early indicated by
bunion. Pain and inflammation
’
disappear
like magic. Get a box of
prevent the greatest efficiency in their failing appetite a n d diminishing
FAIItYPOOT today, and If you do
use, and that since the termination of strength and endurance. Hood’s Sarnot eay this la the moat marvelous
bunion remedy you ever need, re*
Federal control constant interruptions saparille is the greatest vitalizer - it
[turn and get your money back.
•due to disturbed labor conditions, acts on all the organs and functions,
O. F. F R E N C H & SON
which it is hoped will cease with the and builds up the whole system.
Cor. Court & Main Strs
announcement of the wage award,
have seriously interfered with tinmovement of the traffic and relocation
of cars.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED.
By this Association that all members
thereof and all other common carriers Quick to relieve head pains, leaving no unpleasant after effects.
be urged to devote forthwith their These Tablets not only relieve pain, but will prevent attacks if
utmost energy to the more intensive taken in season. Especially recommended f o r
Nervousness,
use of the existing equipment, and
Sleeplessness, Neuralgia, Sciatica and Pains of Rheumatism. En
that, as a program to be followed in
tirely
free from opium, morphine, chloral, cocaine or other habit
this connection, they should under
take with the ao-operation of the forming drugs. Easy to take anywhere; convenient for travel
Public to secure for the country as a ers’ use. Conmplete satisfaction guaranteed or money back.
whole:

“Fine as Silk”, is one way o f expressing
quality, but it is true to the letter when
you say it o f

W illiam T ell
F lour

FAIRYFO O T
A Real Bunion Cure

Ballard’s

m

Golden Headache Tablets

*

because it is actually as fine as the finest silk can make it.
Every pound of William Tell is sifted through silk, so fine that
then1 are 21.BOO meshes to the square inch.
It must go through this silk
eessive limes.

not just once, but

thirteen

suc-

Recause we take no chance on William Tell being clean and fine
and pure, you take no chance1 in using it for all your baking.
Ask your neighbors who ust' it. They'll tell you Willaim Tell.
Tell your grocer.
Your Grocer knows.

Tell him— W IL L IA M T E L L

m
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VIEWS DIFFER
MRS. KELLY IS NOW
ON BULL ? I ? M
FULLY CONVINCED

proceedings.

Hut it dot's not follow I
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Trade with Osaoce tb .> . . . . .
happy, its a sure cure for the blues.

U \ ei mu u
1'Ua.,
a: OsThe death of Joselito, killed by a are singularly indifferent to physical Tel. 409-24. runaooui. riuiu-\
mod's onlv.
1:12p
Good Things Said About Tanlac bull in the 26th year of his life and pain, not merely in animals, but in
Five passenger second hand Buick
their own selves. To revel in physi 5-Passenger Automobile at a great
Verified by Her Own Experear. Inquire at Times Office.
182 Osgood the Jeweler teaches your Dol
the eighth year of his career, is a fit
bargain.
Now
being
1
overhauled.
cal suffering is a perversion of fueling'
lar to have more Cents. Try him.
•
ience, She Says
2821) Osgood’s Jewelry Store is open every
reminder that t lie usual argument which is only possible when the feel Telephone 826-2.
evening to accommodate the public. Osgood's Four Repairmen are bus*For Rent up stairs on F a ir Street.
“I had taken Tanlac bpt a short advanced against bull fights—i. e., that ing is there.
every minute and Courteous every
Inquire
of
Orrin.
Heywood
at
Dick
Second.
It is seldom that a foreigner can ap inson's Hoarding House.
while when I knew everything good I the bull has not a sporting chance—is
;121f T y p e w rite r Ribbons for all Machines
as well as Carbon Paper made by
had heard said about it was true, for a fallacy, writes a correspondent in preciate a bull tight as something
Webster—There’s
none better. Call O liv e r T y p e w rite r For Sale. Prac:iTo
Let
One
Good
Comfortable
RoomI never felt better in my life”, said tjie London Times True that of the more complex and dramatic than a
callv new. May be seen at th<*
for Gentlemen only.
Handy to ; or send to TIMES Office.
picture. Once he has taken in the
Mrs. Alice Kelly, 28 Pearl street, So.
TIMES office.
Square. Apply to C\ G. Lunt, Times j
1480 hulls that Joselito disposed of in
28
graceful curve of the ring, the move Office.
Portland, Me., recently.
! Who has any use for two 33x4/ 2 Inner
his
brief
career
as
a
matador
only
ment, the color and merry hubbub of
“Before I started taking Tanlac."
tubes (oversize .82x4. i One new. Coupons for ty p e w r ite r ribbons may
be exchanged at the TIMES office
Mrs. Kelly continued. "I had suffered seven succeeded in wounding his thousands of voices, and the blue sky Lost. Strayed or Stolen 3 Red CVves other patched once. A bargain for
am! one Jersey from Cary's Mills someone. Apply to TIMES oTu-e.
for any machine.
:;e
overhead;
once
lie
has
seen
the
ilesterribly for a year from indigestion. body and one in taking his life.
pasture. Reward for information to
After every tneal I would have such
Yet, even if we accept these figures pejo, the glistening costumes of the Telephone 4d!>-12.
2 | Fcr Sale My Residence on Pleasant
Diamonds and all Precious Stones
of Osgood and save from lie; to
toreros, the quaint ceremony of the
terrible cramping pains in the pit of
street must, be sold at on:-.-. It j.as an average, though they result
Farm W an ted — W a n t to hear from
thereby.
of the most desirable places in
throwing of the key; once he lias felt
my stomach I could hardly stand
own* r o: ;arm or good laud for sab-. one
|
from
the
experience
of
the
most
skiltoVn.
For
particulars
inquire
of
().
the first hull rush out from his daiT: Must !><* priced right. Write E. .JONES,
them, and gas would form and puff
H. Buzzell.
Motf For Sale New Garage 12x20, Easily
me up until I felt as though my breath j fill bull dodger that the Spanish ring I cell, and suddenlv stop, dazzled bv the Box 551. OIney, 111.
moved price far less than, you can
was being shut off. Along toward the 1ever knew, they hre amply sufficient sun. cutting on’ on tin* yellow sand its
W a n te d — Sanatorium, Fairfield. Maine hU!,(l- Apply to TIMES Office.
For Sale a Brand new Reed Baby
Graduate Nurses. $75.mi a month,
last, just before I strated taking Tan j to prove that the bull has a "sporting beautiful profile - nothing remains in J Sulky, with hood, m-ver taken out of
For Sale
. W aln ut Parlo r Suite at a
lac I was so badly run-down and felt ! chance" considerably higher than that store for him save monotony, l:ro! rp irate. Can he bought at a bargain. hoard, room and laundry. S-hour-day.
takei at once. Immir1nuigam it taken
Apply to the Superintendent of
For
particulars
apply
to
TIMES
olfiee.
now and then by outbursts of disgust.
so tired all the time I could not do my
Donahik
Nurses.
281 “ !
'*
'•
■
M
<
I
kmahlk. Hodgikm T r.t .
Jof the fox. the deer, or even that most
! 8:’p
phone
1
But it is then that the true "afuiona
housework, and had such a heavy
i dangerous of wild beasts, tlu' salmon.
Bank
Book
No.
11479
issued
by
the
do" begins to enjoy himself.
sluggish feeling that l felt drowsy all
For Sale 5-passenger Dort car.
ExThese1 remarks are put forward in
Houlton Savings Hank is reported Subscriptions for any Magazine cr
v-Iiont conditions, newly ; aliiCn,
the time.
He is going to behold a spectacle
N ewsj -aner may |,e left at the
an entirely disinterested mood, and
lost, and this notice is given, as re
all
new
t
ires.
Will
sell
cheap
for
“I had seen where Tanlac had bene
without any intention of (V.ecking tlu* where men are playing light-footed on cash. Apply to-S. A. BENNETT at quired by law. that a duplicate hook T I M E S Office, where the lowest uric •--*
fited so many people that I decided to career of that time-honored arguments the edge of the abyss. There is no Richards St ore.
may he issued. L. O. El'DWIG. Trea can be obtain,
surer.
.881
try it myself, and it soon rid me of all I against hull fights. But the standards forgetting that. A hull is a mos* dan
A Valued Subscriber says “ Every tirn *
Found Saturday evening July 24th in
my troubles. I can now eat anything
j and ideals of sport are no more appli- gerous animal, one whose handling re
that I nave used these columns f<‘ '
l nor. Square' a nocke; book con Bank Book No. 15274 iesued by the
4 want and all I want without having
selling erfmbs. ;hey have bee- «u ' cabje to bull fights than the music of quires a eooi head and a stout heart. taining a sum of money which ov,
Houlton Savings Hank is reported cessful.”
Try tlmm.
a sign of pain in my stomach or being
|a Scots reel is to a sequhlilla. Sport And this is the fundamental fact aims: may hav l-y provinr property, (nil at los’ . and this notice is given, as re
6 Franklin Ave.
] 22o ( quired by law, that a duplicate hook
troubled a particle with gas or short
hull
fights.
The
are
above
all
dramas
j is not a'universal concept.. It is a
may be issued. L. (). LUDWIG. Trea Merchants and Professional Men c i
ness of breath. I never feel tired or i "category" of British life, rooted in of courage.
For Sale- 'arm 400 acres, th irty acres
not have to buy coupon books for
surer.
88,1
sluggish any more and feel just as I British tradition and experience as
But this can only he realized by
ato culi i vat ion. Comple'e
typewriter ribbons. Buy your ribbo: s
fresh as can be all durng the day. bull fighting is in Spanish experience those who know how truly daring are sf t pota? o tannin:: tools. Conrtvi -at the TIMES Office as you need them.
Model Ford Car in Good Condi
My housework never tires me the Ja id tradition. It is obviously wrong all those simple-looking things which potato cel ar. 5..... bushel! rapacity. Late
tion will he sold at a bargain if tak Girls Wanted for Clothes Pin Factory
Hart: new ie \111 col, .Tote
pinleast bit and is actually a pleasure ' to approach the one with the stand- the toreros perform with a sm ile <*p ing. Hons ■ eb-yi-i: looms iti.-a-r
first class en at once. Seif starter, shock absole
at Davidson. Good wages and steadv
ers. etc. For information telephone work.
to me. and in fact I feel just like a j arils of the other.
I their youthful faces. All the phases of l ondit ion. Apply to TIME:S ott.c .
Inquire at office of Summit
125-5. Clarence Avotte, 85 School St. I.umber ( ompaiiv. Houlton or write
new person. I cannot say too much I lint the gates of understanding are ; the fight, or, as they are significantly
231 to above Company at Davidson.
tf
for Tanlac, it has done so much for,! too low for the proud, and it is sel- called the "suertes," are games
me."
|dom that the stranger goes to his first against death. That the public are acting character, for the artist in his For Sale a Desirable House lot on Park Housekeeper wanted in a w id ow er’s
Tanlac is sold in Houltonby Munro’s ji hull-fight in a spirit of humility. The keenly aware of it is shown by the pursuit of beauty moves Ix-tvvc, n tieAvenue, with about 2U acres of
family of two. No children. Mod
West End Drug Store, Island Falls by j! very position of the tourist implies a popular expression for the most dra devil of the public and the deep sea of good laud adjoining it. suitable for a ern conveniences and one capable of
huge garden or a "Village Farm." looking after a moderate sized house.
S. R. Crabtree, Fort Kent by Stanley j! superiority. Continental tourists, and matic moment of all that when, hav death.
Apply to E. E. Burc-igh or Mrs. F. C. Apply to W. Times office.
tf
Burrill, Littleton by L. F. Hall, Smyr- jj particularly the French, come to see i ing prepared the hull by skilful hand
Newbegin. 6n Pleasant St.. Houlton.
na Mills by Clyde C. Brown.
(Adv.) !j ti e wonderful spectacle which Spain ling of tlie muleta (rod rag', the espaMaine.
4H1n 560 Acre Farm 25 miles below Woodstock on St. John river. luO a c e s
[ offers, ready to exact from her the da, throws his body forward and stab:
in good cultivation. lo.iibO cords wood
it
in
the
neck,
close
behind
tinpern
LITTLETON CAMP MEETING j full measure of the extravagant exland. For further information apply
-The Littleton Camp Meeting open |pectations raised in their fancy by ed horns. It is the euhninai i:m in
t° ^ • H. LINTON. Littleton, M,e.
48u
ed la9t Sunday with largely attended ! her Romanticists, from Victor Hugo to stall t. of till' field. It is called the hour
For Sale Cottage at Nickerson Lake
3
services. The meetings are in pro ! Maurice Barres. They go to the ring of truth.
(opposite Crescent Park, in the
But thi' public are not content with
gress every day this week and will in search of picturesque, strange, and
covet. An idea! location. The cot
truth.
They
also
want
grace.
Hullviolent scenes.
The Anglo-Saxon,
end next Sunday Evening.
tage is small but lias plentv of piazza
room. Apply to Albert K Stetson, tf
Chaplain Croft has charge of the whose preoccupations are sporting and fighting is not a men.1 exhibition of
Evangelistic services and Mrs. Nattz- ethical, enters the ring with the ex courage. It is, above all. a fine art of
B A N K R U P T ’S P E T I T I O N IOR •
W an ted — Men or Women to take or
zer, the famous chorus leader and so citement of one who is going through which courage is hut the raw matte!-.
an now to join tin* September <■
ders among friends and neighbors
D IS C H A R G E
and write and hn\e your soar reserv for the genuine guaranteed hosiery,
loist of the Chapman-Alexander meet a bold moral adventure, firmly decid It is a mimic art of a particularly. e\'d. A limited enrollment and individ full line for men. women and children.
ings,. has charge of singing. Special ed not to overstep the hounds of what
ual instruction places you in a class Eliminates darning. We pay 5'ic an
features are to be Ladies' Aid Day on is permitted to a Christian gentleman.
bvy.voursolf. ;ip.il assures your success. hour spar<* time or $24 a week for full
Hank.Hence a view which is partial in
Wednesday and Missionary day on
Tf
ti
aivnr
ll:
.Judge r.f tim More than two calls tor evt-ry grad time. Exerience nr necessary. Write
Thursday with special speakers and a both senses of the word—that is. un
-rr■1’ of to.- ( 'ni ed stale.- tur uate yog are sure of a position. C. International Stocking' Mills. Norris
A. H O D G IN S , Prin.. Houlton. Maine.
town. Pa.
In80n
I
»
i
t
i
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•
'f M a n ; * - .
fair
and
incomplete.
Thus,
the
opin
concert Friday evening.
!
Ii i :i: h!: i:t h. urn nixes
*mi- h h
Write
ion seems to he general in England overcome by our t reatment
‘ l x.
I; m >
.* f
Ar- .... - t o . - ; ;
a r. 8
that hull-fights satisfy a craving for for information.
REPUBLICAN MEETING
; t a t ( <-f 51; ino, in said Uistrict respectThere will be a meeting of the cruelty and sanguinary scenes. It is
k; i- r<■’ T(-.->-!,t - that on tin- L':;m ! day of
T H E N EA L IN S T IT U T E
he
w a s
Util y
Town Committee men of Southern not because bull-fights ar esanguinary. 166 Pleasant Ave.,
Portland, Maine 8 a ti*-. I a t [ i . n s t .
-h.i'i-tgfU I- mkrupt under
tin* Acts
of
hut in spite of their being so. that
Telephone 42K!
Aroostook at the Court House at Houlc--ngr.-s- *•. :-t U I iX to Ha *i knpf e y ; th; t
Spaniards like them.
an-IS-LT, -q
in- ha s d;8.' surrendered all Ids property
ton, Thursday, August 12th at 4 o'clock
The the foreigner should eoncenand
rights of property,
and has
felly
p. m. to confer with the State Chair- j trate on that part of the spetacle is
conipll-'l with
til! the requirements
o'
said
Acts and > ■ '
■ orders of
Uourt
man, Hon. Frank J. Ham, relative to j only natural since he lacks the train- GOOD NEWS FOR
tOUctait.g 111- tv
assignment of Campaign speakers. ing and knowledge which would divert
NEWLY WEDS Wherefore he p-\:■/:?. That In- may hhis attention to more arresting and
q,,,
i* Uourt ; o have a fall di-by
There will also be a meeting at S
Yes, Sir, we mean just that, chart:*.- fret; all '’ opts prov.nhh- au-iir. -t
beautiful sights. For him. no doubt,
o ’clock p. m. at which Mr. Parhurst. blood is the outstanding feature of the | for we mean to present “The hi-h r -a id ha nkt— n.-v A -f All Oxfords and Pumps will be
aI
a rMr. and Mrs. Gannett, Congressman
♦
5Houlton Tim es” absolutely free
ff -!li -V a discharge
sold at reduced prices this week
f
Hersey and other prominent Republi
, • 1-c
- t d a \ . . * ■■■
A
'
' ■•_*
of charge to any newly-mnrried
»
»
111:u u i:;. 1 :; - *"" u n \ >.
cans will be present.
Organization
•SI".oo Brown Oxfords
$ 7 .7 5
couple residing in Bridgewater,
)
He
: apt
♦
work and other important matters will
♦
Monticello, Littleton. Houlton.
ORDER OT NOTICE T H E R E O N
s.r.n Brown Oxfords
6 .5 0
»
be discussed. Ladies are invited to :
355 ACRES
I
r : r *.f M a i m - , N o r t h e r n I »i vi - u a. sLudlow, New Lim erick, Linneue,
»
! Farm No. 632—355 acre farm, 125
All Canvas Shoes will be sold at
attend this meeting.
*
’ acres tillage land, cut about 1"" tons Sm yrna, Dyer Brook, Oakfield
♦
less than cost
j of bay. no rocks and good pota'o soil, and Hodgdon who are not now
*
»
j 60 acres pasture. 170 acres woodland,
C m. "t.
GRANGE NOTES
♦
.Misses Pat. Strap Pumps $1.9 8
j 250.oou feet ot black growth timber. receiving it, ter a period of one Ordemd
I
Aroostook and Penobscot Union Po 1150 apple trees. I 1: story '-room
*
year.
Millet',
•I
mona Grange will hold its next regu house, split granite cellar with cement
It
takes
so
much
capital
to carry
X
n
'
l
aid
>
All you have io do is to call at
lar meeting at Amity August 18th as i bottom, shed, dairy room, ice and
♦
•1 ,c
:
in1: shoes
over
now,
we
are
willing
ho-cos. blacksmith shop and tools, the T IM E S c*r:ce o" w Y c ».;«*. a
»
guests of Amity Grange.
»
hip roof barn 44 by !"4 f"et v :'h «■»*!
to sell all summer goods at less
■l l ti i r;
pnu
♦
Amity Grange will furnish beans lar. tieup 16 feet wide win-ie !e11::'!. J'-ttec
know you iw
! *r- 1:ii
N - . r ; h .- r
than
wholesale prices.
This
and coffee for picnic dinner and Po of ban:, silo, water in house and ham. sta-t?a out mi life’? netti - ft
i
1 knuv*
♦
mona members are requested to bring but: dings are connected, clunboarde-i
means bargains for vou.
♦
and painted and in good repair, on double harness, anli -he T IM E S
»
*1 I
their baskets.
main road near neighbors. 2 miles to
(id
-e r1 - I
ha v*
hv th. prayer The 5th degree will be conferred at sidina ami the road near neighbors. 2 will fcje delivered to your home
*
•: It:**;- -h-.uid let h- granted.
1
s
this meeting. A good attendance is Bangor. 8 miles from . East Corinth immediately. Wc i - f veiny;
A n d it is F u r t h e r O r d e r e d by t h e C o u r t ,
village.
2
potato
houses,
creamermerely because we hop*' f i a t 'if: it the Clerk shall
desired.
send
by
,. f saal
The officers of the Maine State cor" faetorv. Aeadenr . citurrh'-s. and ali along lire’s jou nsy yo nw.y M.-a to all kr own creditors r r >
grange balk R. F. D. and Tek. Mm
•>et ition and tl-.-s order, addressed
to
Grange will confer the 6th degree at crons, all kinds of machinery, eatt
have the beet of ov iry'.-’n 1
. id ■1 etn a* t heir places of residence as
Houlton on August 21 at 7 p. m. in horses and about s5 cords of peek**'
pnlp wood go with farm., price ^18.5•»i< we w ant 10 strut :,i 3 r on-- W 0 *
the High School Auditorium.
ss the llanorahle Ulnra-nce Hate,
half cash.
Will send photo of the by giving you th bas : u
- .1;
f the said I'nurt. and t iv seal
The Pomona officers will confer the buildings.
Please state where you
at Hangor in the X"ftln-rn Pivi6th degree in the Houlton Grange Hall saw this ad. I have the biggest iis* per printed in
: p. k :
*
v
v
,
•
of fitrn f irms in the State R is lv c**.
rt
August 21, at 3 p. m.
A cm
J
S.)
ISABEL SHEEHAN.
<L .
All patrons that intend to take the I HERBERT RITCHIE, 18 State St.,
Popup 1’ ! i*rk
282 ent to you.
Sixth degree are requested to notify Bangor. Maine
l j

J

DRUG HABIT

Summer
footwear
at Big
Reductions

F A R M

The Juno brides are to be con
sidered as newly weds.

the master of their grange at once.

A true c -py <-f petition and order thereon
(L. S.)
ISABEL SHEEHAN,
Deputy Clerk.

Palmer’ s Shoe
Store
XO £

Not Feeling Much Better

Many are not being benefited by the
summer vacation as they should be.
Notwithstanding much outdoor life,
they are little if. any stronger now
than they were. The tan on timir
faces is darker and makes them loo\
healthier, but it is only a mask. They
are still nervous, easily tired, upset
by trifles, and they do not eat nor
sleeo well.
What they need is what tones the
nerves, perfects digestion, creates an
appetite, and makes sleep refreshing.
Iri other words, they should tal e
Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Pupils, teachers,
and others generally will find the chief
purpose of the vacation best subserv
ed by this great medicine which
“ builds up the whole system.
If a cathartic or laxative is needed.
Hood’s Pills wiH give entire satisfac
tion. It is difficult to conceive of any
thing better for biliousness or consti
pation.

BABY

t f ,

FARM
LABORERS

EXCURSIONS
A U G U S T

F A R E S F R O M ST J O H N
and C . P . R . S t a t i o n s ia N e w B r u n s w i o k

$ 2 0 .0 0 r .o ix p

NEEDS

M unro’. W est E*d
Drug Store

th

(T*™ 1 3

$ 2 5 .0 0

Baby is the most important
m em ber of the household ami
great care must be taken of baby during the extrem e hot
w eather. W e'specialize in baby
incidentals and everything that
brings comfore to the little tot.

.

RETITLNTNT.
N.

R.

District

DesBRISAY,
Passenger

Agent.

Passenger Train service from Him It' n
Eastern Time —Daily Except Sunday

—

----------

. Leave

10<1- a m
3 2C p. m.

” ' "D.

...----- ------------- —
a

iiv<

n 4- a !n
Aro
,n
v .

111.

DesBRISAY. D. P. A..
St. John. i\\ B.

I f y o u r breakfast

appetite is not a self
starter ; if it needs to
be cranked up by some
thing? that looks extra
good to eat, and tastes
even better than it
looks — call tomorrow
morning for a bowl of

PostToasties
Superior corn flakes
by popular verd ict.

SOLD BY GROCERS EVERYWHERE

W oodstock P rovincial

EXH IBITION
------ m-----

l I II "111

—

_

______ __ ___

-

Sept. 13, 14, 15, 16, 17
Woodstock, N. B.

o

Five Days
2 Big Fair Attractions and
Horse Racing
Premium List $20,000

M ade by

Postum Cereal Company,Inc.
Battle Creek. , M ich ig a n .

|| Open to Dominion of Canada and |
w
th-? State of Maine
n~
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Mrs. Geo. R. Avery is visiting her ' Mrs. P. P. Burleigh returned last; Sessional riders and the first profes- Chimney Pond where the party made
mother Mrs. Charles Ellis at Masai1-j week from Bangor where she has been j shinal automobile race ever conducted the base and spent two nights under
dis.
•for the past three weeks.
! on a Maine trade under the auspices of the shadow of the mountain. Th®
Stanwood Rose is enjoying his va- ^ b*’. ^ illiams accompanied by his ; the American Automobile Association, trip hack was to Kutuhdin Lake on
cation at East Machais where his wife ; s°n Robert and daughter Marion are Prizes amounting to $l,ouo are offered Monday and on Tuesday the party
and children had preceded him several : enjoying an aut otrip to the southern i an(1 at 1(‘ast six racing cars will com- came out.
Subscribers should bearin j Rev.
H. C.Speedleft Tuesday mornweeks ago.
!l)art of the Sta’te.
I>ete.
In addition to the pictures taken by
mind that allsubscriptions are ing to attend astate evangelistic com-Mrs. James Archibald who has been ; Miss Bt?atrice Putnam of Houlton
As there will be a big crowd in town Mr. Connor there was a moving pic
visiting her daughter Mrs. Geo. Vinal ! was the
oa Monday of Dr. and
^
hotels are likely to be over- ture machine for taking different view
payable in advance and the pa--k iit t e e .
Miss AmyBull
is spending a two in Portland for some weeksreturned
*^rs- James F. Cox at their home in (,i o\\ded arrangements are being made of the mountain. Besides the pack
per will be discontinued at ex
weeks vacationwith friendsat Harhome Saturdav
Bangor, while on her way to Port- E' Secretary Hennessy of the Bangor horses for getting over »he t"ail to
piration. Notice of such expira vey Luke, N. B.
MI„ Margaret Gallagher returned
»•'«<•« «he will visit Hon. ‘"'>1
.Com™er< - to supply rooms Chimney Pond there w•->m rh-m mu-b
tion will be sent out the First of
Guy C. Po'-ter ami family who have home Monclav from Detroit. Mieli..
ls'
l f l ™ am Major ami Mrs.
1 10111,18
1080 ,<?s" llu boards for those who wi. . ; to ride,
such
during
Fair
Roland
Clark.
appli yet the latter were or - !-c--e o*.<■■■ e~
each month .
been spending a vacation at North !where she has been visiting her brothcation made to him will receive prompt twice.
Lake returned home Saturday.
er Daniel during the past three
attention.
Commencing Saturday, May 15, 1920
Tim trip on the whole was most * aBABY CLINIC FOR H C U D
Messrs.
Allan
T.
Smith
and
James
months.
joy-ildf and g e 'e all who h-.ul not been
th e TIM E S office will close at noon
The1 Child Welfare Assn ; '
p. h . Brown of the Buffalo Fertile
there an opportunity to see ,im gran
every Saturday during May, June, H. Kider returned home Friday from
arranged with tin* doctors ; . im
TRIP TO MOUNT KATAHDIN deur
a
fishing
trip
on
the
Tohique.
zer
Works
with
his
family
is
enjoying
ami beuutks of Mount Kataltdjn
July and August, in accordance with
Ho:.. Ch ..... !■. Ban
W. P. Mansur, W. F. Braden and !his annual vacation in Portland and to hold a clinic for all '-inFr.-s. a
and Chas. IT. 1and the vicinity, and all realized that
the usual custom of Banks and County
Wi’-im
Geo. E. Cressy spent the week end at will make a trip through the White six years of age1 ever
Fogg- ! V
j 'l’lie;alt
ed
right here in our own state is someoffices.
from
in
a.
m.
to
11
a.
m.
a; Cm
Mr. Mansur’s camp at St. Croix.
‘ Mountains.
tiling
in the line of scenery second to
Mount Katahdi:i. bob
im-inbi
Cross rooms.
none
in
the United States.
Mrs.
J.
H.
Higgins
and
son
Behind
of
Mrs.
Geo.
Smalley
and
two
c
hildren
Miss Ethel Smart visited relatives
examinations and advic
will be personally c-ondm" d pare
Blackstone. Mass., are the guests of ' left Saturday for her home in Beadin Presque Isle last week.
Howe of Patton being the m.
free* to all. Every mother may ; ;.
field, Maine, accompanied by her
olia rge.
Horace Either has accepted a posi Mr. and Mrs. R. L. .Mills, Kelleran St.
h*-r own physician to treat Imr eh
G. C. Davis whi is employed in the mother Mrs. W. H. Sincock ami sister
'1’he party was compos- (j (,;
tion with Jackins & Jackins real es
All who tire able will "ay Jr,B. S. Green Bros. Presque Isle store in-law .Mary Smalley.
Fercy
P. Baxter of Portland. Arli.n
tate agents.
treatment, but every ch i'! wlm
i spent the week end here with his
Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Grant accom treatment will be t rent. G.
Staples,
editor ot the L-v.-iyi;
Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Ward were in
panied by Mr. and .Mrs. A. W. Knox
tamily.
.Journal,
Sam
E. Connor, special wCt
Benedicta last week to attend t ho j
The Rev. Thomas Whiteside will Eft Monday tor a two weeks auto trip
er
of
the
.Journal.
Goo. Al. Houghton <n
Rush-Crowe wedding.
BANGOR FAIR W ’ i !
take his vacation the last two Sun- al°n£ the Maine coast going as tar as
>he B. A- A.. Hon. Willis 1-1. Parse: - of
Herbert Rideout, prescription clerk
BE A R F M I!U? "•rER Foxeroit State Cemmissionor of In
when getting ready for
days in August when the pulpit will m’w Hampshire Indore returning,
at the Broadway Pharmacy is enjoy- j
Tin* Eastern .Mai’ ."
*;
Fair 1o land Fisheries and Cam--. Nathanid
he supplied.
.Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Wiseman tenner
that autoing trip dorvt
ing his annual vacation.
[
of Hmvr ot Ashland. Howard Wood,
Messrs. Jas. W. and Charles Conway , residents of Smyrna Mills hut now 1i \- be hold in Ban mu
forget your
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Nickerson left ,i of St. John. N. B., were in town by ing in Waterville have been in town
Aug. 23-2N im IS : . ■ ■ , \ . S p r . n n i S o of Came Wardon of Patton. .John Mitch* 11
Thursday for Boston driving home j aut0 last week visiting their brother for the past week calling on friends being one o.
chief Forester of tie- Stale. Oscar
m- ::;i'
d isi ini t; \o
Sunday in a new Moon car.
Smith and Ed Parker of Patten to
Thomas Conway.
in this vicinity .making the trip by
Well as <)’:<■ i u .i- 2 iviti-s: •hat will
Andrew Whithead and wife returngether with a number of guides.
M ;s. Orriii Glidden and children of auto.
held in New
England, this sons
The entire party ascended Mount
•ed home Thursday from a visit with ! Presque Isle, spent last week with.
Mrs. S. M. Hoffeimer and dauclior
friends in East Millinocket.
: her parents Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Mer- Hath Ann of New York Citv arrived The management 1ms span-d m> pabis Kutuhdin and Air. Parsons spent th"
Hon. and Mrs. Henry Cunningham ' ritt, Calais road.
here. Monday morning and will b*- and no expense to prodm-i* a groat fair night on th*' summit with a guide in
It’s the universal choice
order to become better acquainted
of Boston are the guests of Mr. and | Dr. F. W. Mitchell will return from quests of their grandmother. .Mrs. and is succeeding.
with
the
country.
of all smokers who relish
Mrs. James C. Madigan on Main St.
! his vacation Wednesday. August 11th Susan Briggs and fatnilv on Columbia
On two evening of the Fair there
The trip was made from Patte- oThe home of Mr .and .Mrs. A. S. j all(l cal1 be consulted at his ot.iee on Street.
a
good smoke— All
will be a gram: military sp*- otaelo. th-- Thursday going as far as Lunksoox the
Humphrey, River street was gladened and after that date.
Mrs. Janms Cogan. I’l -asant street.
dealers.
^ke the s-<o r rl
Sunday, Aug. 1st by the arrival of a 1 Mg amt Mrs. J. Abnei Pi ugh ot returned homo last week trom a two Ikittlo of I la .. - r Woods, one of t hi- first day. Katahd"
day.
ami
the
third
day
was
sp*-;
t
at
Dayton, Ohio are the guests of their weeks' visit in Post mi. Sim wms ae- last ongageimmt s of i ho \va r. Insight
son.
Mr .and Mrs. J. F\ Currier of New - 1son* W F. bTugh, M inter St. and w,h (•oiiipauii-d by .Mrs. John Ci,yb* of in tin- Araonn- with .Mai’ ■ soldiers
Lynn. .Mass., who will be her guest for among the par; Tii-aiCitonville, Mass., were in town last week j remain here several weeks,
w uw yvuvw v
: will b-the guests (it Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Carr. 1 Mjss Marporie Logan bookkeeper at a ltnv weeks.
r
<
■
;
- 1•11;1ii * «>1 1 by a--,c:-.i 1 liumlr--'! ex-ser
the Hallett-McKeen’s store loft .MonMrs. Jennie McDonald who has be--a
High street.
Mrs. Ernest Britton and Miss Ber- ; {^a-v )n ber vacation trip which will be in Fort Fairfield for tlm p st t'--w vice tm-n, many ot whom won- in th •:
<i
f t
months, has returned to Houlton and engagement and uml'-r the comma;.:;
nice McKay of Presque Isle who have i spent in Bangor and Boston,
been visiting Mrs. G. W. Rollins have! M,-s. Charles W. Boulier left last has re-nowed her duties with Joe of Col. Southard
Included in
returned home.
week for Saskatoon. Sask., accompani- Bernstein whore site will be glad to specta* le will Ic K*-.. 1'r- -ss nurses.
Mlss Kathleen Nason has returned |ed by her young daughter Pauline ami meet her old friends.
lb - Eastern Promenade. Portland,
Salvation Arm.. iassi--s. ambidam-t. from her vacation and has resumed w ill make her permanent home then*,
.Miss Frances Whiteside w ito has
Ill’t-Wcl K.-.
corps,
big
‘
s
ums,
liar
Maine, overlooking Casco Bay. Rates
her duties as clerk at J. A. Millar's
The gates at Evergreen Cemetery recently been attending tlm Summer
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S A Y

B. F. A.
CIGAR

i;

£o! tgfel !ou> I n n

Store, Court St.
j are left open Sundays until 0.30 p. m. School at Lasell Seminary.
AuburnMds. Julia Reynolds, proprietor of this summer, which is a great eon- 'dale. Mass., is to supervise Cm Music
the Gift Shop is enjoying a month’s venience to visitors who go by car or Department ir the public s. bools <>r
vacation, during which time herttoani.
Guiltord and Sangervilh- next school
rooms are closed.
j Christian Science service held each year
Mr. and Mrs. S. Friedman returned Sunday at 11 a. m.. Presbyterian
yjrs
speed's sister Mrs. H L.
Friday accompanied by their guest church, August loth, subject: “ Soul. Packard and her husband, who is a
Mrs. Kaiser from a few days spent at 'Wednesday at 7.JO p. m. testimonial pastor ()f the North Congregational
St. Andrews, N. B.
.service.
church. Winchendon. Mass.,
are in
Mr. and Mrs. George Hoskins re-1 There wrill lie no services in the town for a visit of two weeks. Rev.
turned home Thursday evening from j Methodist church next Sunday except an(j AirS! speed are taking their varaa visit in Auburn with Mrs. Hoskins’ j the Primary Department of the Sun- tion the same time and will spend a
sister Mrs. H. E. Ring.
|day School owing to
theLittleton few days at Grand Lake. .Mr. Packard
Walter S. Coes who has been acting j Camp Meeting.
will supply the pulpit of the First
station Agent at Mars Hill, has been^ Mrs. Margaret Tobie and her two Baptist church next Sunday,
promoted to the office staff of Supt. j daughters of Wolfboro. N. H., arrivManager Belyea, the new owner of
J. P. Darling at the B. & A. Station.
: ed in town last week for a visit with Lakewoodthepopular resort on%.\iekL. H. Powers of this town has been ! Mrs. Tobie's sister, Mrs. Geo. B. Niles prsonLake, has recentlypure based
a
drawn as a Traverse Juror for the j for a few' weeks.
Westinghouse Lighting System, and is
September term of the Supreme Judi- J Mrs. G. W. Richards and Miss jlaVjng it installed. With this in opcial Court which convenes at Cari- - Frances Richards returned home last Pration he will he able to light his
l)Oti(

! week from a month’s visit along the

">1 to ?r> per day. $25 to $35 yer week

American Plan.

cure during

Fair

Weok

of

t wo

•d

de

H. H. Pease, Proprietor

stroyers. jockey sa l-lb- racing by pro-

ECZEMA!

M oney back without question
if HUNT’S 8alv« fade in th.*
treatment o f ITCH, ECZEMA,
R I N G W O R M , T E T T E R or
o t h e r itchlnff skin diaeaee*.
Try a 73 cent bon al our riek.

L E IG H T O N

&

The Perject G ift

FEELEY

LIQUORHABIT

Pu b lic D a n c i n g Party
— EVERY

FRIDAY

EVENING —
>V

Lakewood Park

What one person likes, another may
dislike. That is why the choice of a
gift should he a matter of painstaking
thought.
The buying of a gift represents the
spending of money; the choice of the
gift represents the spending of love
and thought.
Let us help you choose your gifts.
Not only have we all sorts of things
to please the taste of all sorts of men
and women, but we have had the ex
perience of pleasing many people for
26 years.
Thus we feel that we can assist you
in your search for the perfect gift,
which means lasting pleasure for the
one who gives and the one who
receives it.

Under New Management

Nickerson

Lake

— MUSIC BY BRYSON’S ORCHESTRA —
Come and enjoy yourself at Houlton’s Popular
----Resort

J. D. P erry
Jeweler and Optometrist

!

Market S q H o u l t o n

DO LOWER TAXES
INTEREST YOU?

Wonderful Military Spectacle

If It’s Flowers

Staged by Men who Were There

Battle of Haumont Woods. Au
gust 25 and 2d evenings. French

August
23, 2 4 ,2 5 ,
26, 27, 28

Houses, Big Guns, Flares. Sig
nal Lights, Red Cross, SalvUion,
Knights

of

Columbus,

Drum

Corps, Fireworks. Tremendous
Demonstration.
Saturday Afternoon, August 28
Big Auto

Race

Day

under

rules of American Automobile
Association.
#

All paid Entries.

Leading Riders of the Country.
To Compete.

First Genuine Au

to Race in Maine— 5 Events.

Send for booklet.

Other innovatio! s will be the pn-s-

overcome by our treatment.
Write
for
information
pniidings and th*1 grounds adjacent.
T H E N EA L IN S T IT U T E
ju atidition to these, the cottages of
Portland. Maine
Robert A. Palmer and W. P. Mansur 166 Pleasant Ave..
Teb-phom- 4216
will also take light from the above
plant.

Louise Taber entertained a few of Maine coast, making the trip in their
her friends at her home Tuesday eve- new' Moon Sedan.
nlng. Games were played and re-. Miss Margaret Boulier who has
freshments of ice cream and cake j been in town to see her mother bewere served. •
I f ° re she left for the northwest reMrs. A. W. Knox. Bowdoin street . 1turned to her studies at St. Vincent,
for a guest. Mrs. Gedion Bradbury New York City last Thursday,
of Hartford, Conn., w'ho was before
Miss Anna Magill who has been in
her marriage, Miss Maud Woodworth , Castine. Maine, taking a two weeks j
of this town.
course in Red Cross Social work has
Mrs. Elizabeth E. Hall ot’ Worcester. ’ returned home and has resumed her
Mass, and Mrs. Wm. O. Hall and <hil-' duties at the Red Cross rooms,
dren William and June of Providence.
Mrs. Idella Royal who has been livR. I. are visiting Mrs. Samuel R. ing with her son Harold in Potsdam,
Parks on Green St.
N- Y. for the past year, will go to BosHdnry G. Johnson, chief clerk in ton this fall and spend the winter with
Supt. Darling’s office at the B. & A. her daughter Miss I.ueile Royal who
with his family are enjoying a two is employed there,
weeks’ visit at Mr. Johnson’s old
Houlton Lodge. B. P. O. E. ^re plan
home In Apohaqui, N. B.
i ning to accept the invitation of its
Miss Margaret Monaghan, head ! members who live in the nothern part
trimmer for Mrs. D. B. Gillin is at her j of the county to hold the Annual Field
old home In Ellsworth on her vaca-1 Day n Van Buren. the grounds at St.
tlon, one month of which will be pass-* Mary’s College have been tendered
•d there, before returning she will j the lodge for their tise during the day.
visit her sister Mrs. Carroll Swan in i The date has not been set. but will
Boston.
j probable be held this month.

Great Bangor
Fair

bombs, and all t In- i-a *oply ot martial
war.

P et M e Supply
Your D em and

Wlit'ii >ou invest your n.oin y in
Central Maine Rowm* Cmnpany
7
I’referr***! Stock your nxoirny
go**s into power houses, dams,
wheels, generators and t h e like
— all taxable property l o e n t e i l
in Maine.
The developmnt of the power,
to compete with coal, will brina
industries to the state, which
will mean still more l a x a b l p r o 
perty and more people to pay
tlie taxes.
A ninvestment in ( ’. M. 1\ C'\
Preferred should mean safety.
net. lower taxes and great
er prosperity.
If you are interested, please send
for information.

I can give you the very latest crea
tions at most reasonable prices, in any
style bouquet you may wish.
My Decorations are original, always
the newest and most artistic effects,
being the result of personal work and
attention. Just let me know the date
and I will assure satisfaction.
Bouquets
For the Bride ,$5, $7, $10 and up.
For the Bridesmaids—Colonial or Arm
Bouquets, $3.50 ui>.
Boutonieries for the Best Alan and
Ushers.
Baskets and Pedestal Effects a Special
ty.

Jockey Saddle Races
Best 2 in 3 —— August 23. 24,
23. 2(i, 27.

Great Speed Con

gress in Trotting Events Im

Central Maine Power Co.

mense Midw ay with no Idle Mo

Augusta, Maine

Chadwick
C a u s e r r a t o r i e s i> H i pi t ,Sfr.
J/oulton, M a in e

ments.
V iW U W W A W U w «w

F 1o r i sjt

?
W
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THE PASSING OF

piness. It is as certain death to
ambition as cocaine it to morality
If a man makes money, no matter
how much, he finds a certain hap
piness in its possession, for in the
desire to increase his business he
has a constant use for it. But the
man who inherits it has none of
this. The first satisfaction and
the greatest, that of building the
foundation of a fortune, is denied
him. He must labor, if he does
laborl, simply to add to an oversufiiciency.
That is one answer to the question
whether wealth in itself eajn ever
make a man content or develop real
character.
It does not cover the
ground, but so far as it goes it covers
one man’s experience.

NATURE A LAVISH SOWER

It was merely a bit of thistledown,
blown along a city canyon through an
The death of William K. Vanderbilt,
open window, resting a moment upon
who for years had been the leading
representative of the Vanderbilt fam
a desk, then as idly drifting away on
ily, scarcely engages public attention
a passing gust. But ib brought to the
as did the deaths of his father and
beholder a vision of graying stubble
grandfather. When the old commod
fields
shimmering with heat waves un
ore died in 1877 he received the tri
bute which the country naturally paid
der an August sun. and of “painted
to the founders of its greatest private
ladies” hovering over arid waysides
fortunes. It was especially interest
where the thistles grow from whose
ing that the first Cornelius Vanderbile
guarder sheaths float the delicute pe
had virtually created the New York
riphery of fairy baboons, ballasted by
Central Railroad and died worth $100,plump browui seeds.
000,000. There had then been three
This little voyage is but one of the
very rich Americans of the first class
mythical ways in which nature pro
—Mr. Vanderbilt, a railroad man; A.
vides for the perpetuation of species.
T. Stewart. New York merchant, and
She has no end of devices for sowing
John Jacob Astor. New York land
the seed she provides so lavishly; a
owner. The commodore was certain
single plant of purlane will produce
ly richer than Mr. Stewart and the AROOSTOOK LEADS STATE
over a million seeds. The dandelion’s
first Astor put together. When the
BOYS AND GIRLS CLUBS hoarf head is a sphere of seeds, each
commodore’s son. William H. Vander
The final figures of enrollment in of which has feather pappus as is said
bilt, died in 1885, the Vanderbilt for boys’ and girls’ clubs in Maine this the pod of the milkweed contains a
tune was estimated at $300,000,000 and year show a total of 3658 in the 16 perfect cone of overlapping brown
William H. was considered the riches counties. Aroostook leads, with 457 seeds until it opens and each seed
man in the world.
members, and Somerset is second with floats off under its own parachute.
As holders of concentrated wealth 425. The other counties finished in The willow herb’s silken hair float
the Vanderbilts lost such primacy as this order: Hancock, 377; Androscog away in clusters, several helping to
they may have enjoyed with the death gin and Sagadahoc, 376; Penobscot, buoy the perfect seeds. At one time
of William H. Vanderbilt. He had 359; Franklin, 251; Oxford, 247; Cum the theory of spantaneous generation
eight children and each received $10,- berland, 245; York, 215; Waldo, 192; was held to account for the deciduous
000,000 in a specific bequest leaving Kennebec, 165; Washington. 137; Knox growths which followed forest fires.
the residuary estate to be divided be and Lincoln, 112; Piscataquis, 100. Of
A better knowledge of nature’s
tween the two oldest sons, Cornelius the eight projects, sewing has the many and ingenious methods of seed
and William K. The comparative dis largest enrollment, 766 and gardening distribution soon disproved it. The
persion of the Vanderbilt fortune has is second, 701. There are 683 in cook very character of the new growth
continued in the past generation and ing and housekeeping clugs, 582 in showed its source; mostly willows,
no one of the family today is rated as canning, 268 in poultry, 236 in potato poplars and birches, the seeds of
worth $100,000,000. The wealth of raising, 227 in pig clubs, 157 in sweet which are specially constructed for
William K. was estimated at consider corn and 24 in flint corn. Aroostook aerial journeyings. The nut-like seeds
ably less than that figure and his leads in three projects, potatoes, sew of the basswood are attached to bracts
estate will undoubtedly be divided ing and housekeeping clubs, 582 in which are, like seeds, swept by the
among several heirs.
Hancock in canning and poultry; wind over the snow. Engineers who
A Rich Man and Nothing Else
Somerset in pigs; Oxford in garden insure the saftey of ships by construct
Meanwhile, since William H. Van ing; Androscoggin and Sagadahoc in ing hulls of watertight compartments
may have studied the fruit of the
derbilt died in 1885, vast fortunes hate sweet corn and Waldo in flint corn.
been accumulated in America by new
The special prizes of $15 each, of bladder-nuts which is in three sec
men unheard of in the prime of the fered by the Maine Central Rairoad Co- tions; if one is broken the seeds in
first and second Vanderbilts. The for the best litter of pigs raised this the other remain unharmed.
All the family burrs, “sticklights,”
enormous Rockefeller and Carnegie year by boys or girls from sows that
estates were piled up, both far sur figured In agricultural club work last “pichforks,” attach themselves by
passing any previous private holding year, have been awarded as follows: hooks to animals or to clothing and
of wealth. One might name a dozen Androscoggin, Charles H. Gibbs, Liver thus are carried long distances. Na
other millionaires who have died more Falls; Hancock, Ralph Young, ture even provide for planting seeds;
worth as much if not more than the Hancock; Kennebec, Wallace True, some species have bearded points,
late William K. Vanderbilt. Merely Litchfield; Oxford, Leroy H. Hersey, with screwlike arms, which bore into
as a rich man he had ceased to excite North Waterford; Penobsoct, Charles the earth, anchoring the seed. One
popular Interest years ago. If a man Page, Brewer; Waldo, Hattie McKin most interesting method of disposal
is rich and nothing else, being not ley, Jackson.
is that which resembles artillery fire.
exceptionally rich, he gets to be a
The pores of some mushrooms are
small matter.
thrown
eight or ten feet; seeds of the
We live in a superficial age, and we
William K., however, did belong to a hurry along in a happy-go-lucky way, garden balsam are discharged, when
family that cannot be Ignored for two ignorant or heedless of the capacities the pod bursts, like a miniature ma
reasons, first, because its very name of our minds and bodies. The pre chine gun, while the witch-hazel's nut
has become a popular synonym of cocious youth, the boy or girl of aver goes off like a cannon ball, often
great wealth; second, because the age intelligence, or the dunce, should thrown a distance of thirty feet.
whole group of Vanderbilts while con alike study his own strength, his
Nature makes lavish provision in
taining today no single individual of weakness, his likes, his dislikes, his seeds, but concerns herself in no way
enormous resources remains collect bent. “Know thyself,” was spoken of about their further fate. Her work is
ively in all probability the richest old at Delphi, and, though the oracle done when she has given them a !
family in the world. The numerous has long been mute, the words are of chance for life. In that respect she !
descendants of the old commodore eternal significance. No better advice parallels some human parents who!
have married into other ramilies of was ever given to man. Philosophy dismiss their children to the arms of 1
wealth as was most natural; the finds its highest province in the study others.
!

A VANDEBILT

Vanderbilt properties as a whole have
been successfully conserved during
four generations, and it is estimated
that the combined Vanderbilt fortunes,
in the male and female lines, now run
into millions,
„ ^
. ,„ „^

worn compact, also in order that it dergoes very elaborate (leaning pro
may not blow about when the motor cesses before it is offered for sale in
car is speeding.
this country. Still, on the whole, on©
Women who wear false hair do not
It is comforting to know that the might wish that it came from some
realize how likely it is that their “add human hair imported from China un where else.
ed extra” tresses are derived from the
heads, usually unclean, of Chinese peo
ple.
Last year we imported more than
400.000 pounds of human hair from
Hongkong. It is cheap stuff in China,
being valued at less than $22 a pound
wholesale. This is reckoned a high
Because they are built right to
price, increased demand by the Unit
ed States having caused an advance
meet the needs of Maine homes.
in the market. We paid last year
$228,395 for Chinese human hair f. o.
Liberal in sizes of firebox,
b. Hongkong. At that rate its original
flues and oven, thorough in
cost was a bit more than $2 a pound;
but we get the choice stuff, the long
manufacture, ready (or rugged
er and finer grades. Europe buys the
work.
shorter and coarser hair, largely for
industrial purposes.
Special grades, extra fine, are made
WOOD ® BISHOP CO.
into hair nets, which most American
E a ta b lish *d
B angor, M aine
1639
women wear in these days. The au
tomobile has made small hats fashion
HAM ILTO N-G RANT
able, and on this account the hair is
Dealers, Houlton, Maine

M A IN E

HOUSEKEEPERS

LIK E C LA R IO N S

MINUTE MAN SIX

It’s here for immediate delivery
The car that has the “ air” as the French say.

N

O W A D A Y S when people turn to look
at a car— that is, with enthusiasm— it is a
distinct tribute to the car.
The Lexington is the kind of a car that
people turn to look at and there is a
reason. It has many special features not
found on most cars.

B1
SPECIAL FEATU RES
No Oil Cups
No Grease Cups
No Universal Joints
No Brake Rode
16 in Brake Drums
Frame— 7% in. Channel
Two-way Lights
Dual-Exhaust
122 in. Wheel Base
32x4 Cord Equipment

Hand &Harrington
Dealers

Cates Garage

of our own natures. Knowledge thus
gained, and that alone, will teach the
round boy to avoid the square holes.
No man ever makes an ill figure who
understands his own talents, nor a
good figure, also mistook them.

Over a Billion In the Family

The Vanderbilts have not been so
notable for philanthropy as Mr. Rocke
feller and Mr. Carnegie; their public;
and charitable gifts have been com
paratively meagre. The family wealth,
while passing down from generation
to generation in numerous streams,
has in sum attained vast proportions
in consequence of its intelligent and
careful nursing. There have been no
gaping rents made in its fabrics, as in
the case of the Gould millions. The
family with all its connections, there
fore, is an outstanding one in Ameri
can life. It could not pay the national
debt, but it could pay the nation’s
candy bill of a billion dollars for one
year without being perhaps financially
wiped out.
The late William K. Vanderbilt,
arouses sympathy because of what he
once said about the inheritance of
great wealth.
Poor fellow!
His
daughter became an English dutchess
and he was the grandfather of a mar
quis or two, but after all;
My Jife was never destined to be
quite-happy. It was laid along
lines which I could not foresee,
almost from earliest childhood.
It has left me with nothing to
hope for, with nothing definite to
seek to strive for.
Inherited
wealth is a big handicap to hap-

WOMEN’S FALSE HAIR
IMPORTED FROM CHINA

R m io id S
(G R A N U L E S )

IN D IG E S T IO N
Dissolve instantly on tongue,
or in hot or cold water, or
vichy. Try at soda fountain.

Get Goodyear Value
In Tires for Small Cars
M
M
M
M
M
lW
H
IW
USNIM
M
IH
Iti

QUICK RELIEF!

nuiiHmRwuuunuBinmmmti—MnuMinusiHwiii

A L S O IN TAB LET FORM

D o n ’t be m isled b y very ch ea p ly
priced tires, for tire econom y is not a
matter o f what tires cost originally but
o f what tire service costs in the end.

MAOS B Y SCOTT A BOWNE

MAKERS O F

S C O T T ’S E M U L S IO N

10

&

\» l.

01

A fter you eat—always take

f a t o n ic
TOUR AO&-STOMAClto

Instantly relieves Heartburn,Bloatad Gassy reeling. Stops food souring.

of thooEATONICIs tbs beat remedy. Tens ol
wmadawonderfully benefited. Onlycostaa
_ coat
or two a day to os# it. Positively guaraotMd
|»plsasyg m o n e y , Q ittU l

True G oodyear mileage and econom y
are built into Goodyear Tires, o f the
30 x 3-, 30 x 3V2- and 31 x 43ncli sizes,
in th e w o r ld ’s largest tire fa cto ry
devoted to these sizes.
I f you ow n a Ford, Chevrolet, D ort,
M axwell or other car taking one o f
these sizes, you can equip it with G ood
year T ires at y o u r nearest S ervice
Station.

For 8ale by O. F. French & Son

Houlton, Maine

G o there fo r the exceptional value in
thesetires made possible by G oodyear’s
resou rces, e x p e rie n ce and d em on 
strated expertness in tire manufacture.

* -i4 iA vv T o w m t t r :

jGood^

t& tn.

3 0 x 3 Goodyear Double-Cure jfc'T l'^50
Fabric, All-W eather Tread.......
3 0 x 3 Vi G oodyear Single-Cure
Fabric, Anti-Skid Tread.............

___ B R O A D W A Y
N e x t t o E lk s C lu b

P H A R M A C Y -------

P r e s c r i p t io n D r u g g is t

M a in S tre e t

$^^50
v

Y

ear

Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes cost n o more than the price
you are asked to pay for tubes o f less merit— why risk costly
casings when such sure protection is available?
$ y f5 0
30 x 3 Vi size in waterproof bag.------------------------------■

N*Mr‘
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IS KING AMONG
CITY BOOSTERS

The man who refuses to do this,
tors—a sort of all-the-year-around DECENT CITIZEN IS AN
county fair.
ASSET TO COMMUNITY who keeps the grass cut and allows
Thus, ’way back in the ’eighties, he
Two men went to a man who keeps no accumulations of rubbish is an as
began boosting, at a time when the in
a
small retail store on a residence set. But there is no sign to remind
sidious art of boosting (one art, at
street
the other day and said:
least, in which American cities now
his neighbors that he is a decent citi
“
We
will paint your building every
excel all rivals) was still, as some
body seems to have expressed it be .year if von will let us put a sign on zen.
fore, “ only in its infancy.” His boost the blank wall.” And he said:
So with the man who doesn’t, let his
“ I can’t do it.’’ So they got a contract
ing succeeded, not only because he had
energy and skill. Hut also because it to paint his store, paying $100. And chimney smoke, who keeps his place
in repair, who doesn’t have tlm public
was sincere salesmanship, straight then lie told them:
"This is a residence street. The sidewalk forever blocked.
from a grateful heart.
Los Angeles in 1S90. when Wiggins |people are willing to have me hero be
was first officially appointed field- i cause' l render service. That wall of
marshal of a campaign of city adver- |mine' doesn't make1 the street look any
Using, was about the present size of I worse than is nocossary."
Malden, Mass., a town ol barely i*,:mn! ■ Tlioy told him other men did it : that,
and without so much as a single block j not <Mic noticed it: that it didn t bring!
of paved streets.
Aurinillnre was j him a dollar more business that lie |
rapidly developing ;im' pushing into |p'l'usi'd all th" arguments they could j
tile nearby deserts, am! oil was in think of. His answer was that lie ow-j
sight, hut nothing else in the way of I ed somet ll i Mg I o the penole of his j
natural resouivi s looked partii -111a : 1> ;
Then- is c titizeii who is an asset to
golden except tiic sunshine. Tilt' cli
mate had-a name for being rather lazy ! his commuirfy. And it is 11 im iliere is
and 110 one had dared to suggest tinP no recoc 1j 11 io 1! 1 !: if a a d proba idy not a
it ought to ho advertised and capfaiiz- d o l l a r in t r ado.
There are others like this man. The
ed.
By 190<> tilt1 population had doubled. man who is boldin ' iranl lots lor an
f& T . A
increase uml e! i ■, out the faxes py
Something was stirring.

Pause for a moment to have a look
at Wiggins, the dean of America’s
municipal boosters. It is worth your
while, for not only his widely quoted
words but also his remarkable person
ality help to explain the amazing suc
cess of Los Angeles, ‘‘the wonder city
o f the United States.” Wonderful en
thusiasm has helped to drive Los
Angeles along so swiftly upon its rec
ord-smashing run. To this enthusiasm
Frank Wiggins has served as a never
failing spark plug, from the late
'eighties to A. I). 1920; This was no
one-man job. but no one man did more
than Wiggins.
Kvery business man that your cor
respondent talked with in Los Angeles
. ad vis ed , with a twinkle in his eyes, to
“ be sure and see Wiggins." This city
appears to regard him with mingled
h u m o r , admiration and affection, as
the King of boosters in a community
justly famed for civic pride.
We saw Frank Wiggins, as advised.
We watched him in action, and mar
veled. But we prudently watched from
safe cover, not daring to join battle.
By 1910 Los Angeles had passed t lit' renting space for disiiguring siur.What we particularly desired was to
.‘100.000 mark and had becoiut a dis boiirds is criticized, hud his pocket
get him to talk about Frank Wiggins
tinctly “ live" topic of conversation.--- doesn’t suffer at hast he is convinc
This he was unwilling to do. So we
ed that it doesn’t.
Charles Phelps Cushing in Leslie’s.
had to worm the story out of his asso
ciates.
Your first impression, as you watch
A Voice From S iou x C ity, Iow a, says
Field-Marshal Wiggins striding swift
ly down the balcony of his G. H. Q. in
Los Angeles is that he is an ox-col
onel of the Confederacy. He lias a
Southern colonel’s whiskers, the mili
tary bearing and the fire. That im
pression must be revised, however,
when you dig into the records and dis
cover that he was born in a little town
You cannot mistake the words of Mr. W. W . Northrup, of 908 Fourth
In Indiana, and was onl ya boy bare
Street, Sioux City, Iowa. He is enthusiastic about his present health and
the merits of PE-RU-NA and wants everyone to know it. Here is a re
ly sixteen, and a frail boy at that, in
cent letter from him :—
the year when the Civil War came to
a close.
He was in his thirties when he first
‘‘P E-R U -N A Is worth It* weight In gold
and then some. I used to think It only a wo*
came to California—on a stretcher, an
maiv3 remedy but have changed my mind.
invalid fighting for life. A tent on the
I had a cough, especially in the morning.
Santa Monica beach near Los Angeles
After using hall a bottle of P E -R U -N A was
was his first home in the months when
much better. I would cough up chunks of
phlegm and mucus, m y eyes itched and both
the issue of the fight was doubtful.
ered me. Judging from the symptoms given
When the invalid began to recuper
In you* almanac it was catarrh. My stomach
ate. his first impulse was one of grati
is In much better condition since using your
medicine.”
tude to the clime that had restored
“ Use this testimonial, if you wish. D on’ t
him to health. He was hungry to toll
hesitate to advertise the merits o l P B -R U -N A .”
other folks what a wonderful p ace
(Signed) W . W . N O R T H R U P .
this was. To tell them and to show
them.
There are thousands just like Mr. Northrup, skeptical at first but
He was so tired with enthusiasm and
convinced by a trial of PE-RU-NA.
energy that he had to make a start
DON’T BE AN UNBELIEVER.
right away. He bought a one-hoss
If your trouble Is of a catarrhal nature, try PE-RU-NA, then tell your
shay and wrent driving up and down
friends. It is fine after an attack of grip or Spanish Flu.
his happy valley, collecting the largest
peaches and oranges and pears that
B old E veryw h ere
Tablets o r Liquid
could be found. He ranged these prize
r O R C A T A R R H A N D C A T A R R H A L C O H D IT iO H S
fruits in glaps jars for display to visi

“ eAM£i®p

r * ■"•

SUCH IS LIFE

j

I11 1914: “ The Kaiser savs he didn’t
wan the war, that it was forced on
him.”
In 191.1: “ The old hypocrite, he
makes me sick with his meinself undt
Gott.”
In 19H): “ Well, the world may be
forgetful, but it won’t forget it was
the Kaiser that started this war."
In 1917: “ Hanging is too good for
that, iiend, the Kaiser."
In 19IS: “ Thev mnv not shoot him.

PAGE SEVEN

*)Ut they’ll put him away on some isIan<l ,ike NaPoleom”
In 1919: “ Say, when are they going
to try the Kaiser? Will Holland give
him up? Got a match? Thanks.”
In 1920: “ I see the Kaiser had a lit
tle house-party on his birthday. Say,
that Babe Ruth’s some batter, isn’t
he?”
About 192.1: “ Who was Kaiser of
Germany at the time of t I ' r war?
Wilhelm, wasn't it?
: ’
Frederick ? W ’’ ' t p ••

sir-ee, bob!
No premiumB'-witil^
Camels—all quality?
A M E L S quality plus Camels ex*
pert blend of choice Turkish and
choice Domestic tobaccos pass out the
most wonderful cigarette smoke you
ever drew into your m outh!

C

fi

V 'A

And, the w a y to p ro v e that
statem ent is to com pare Cam els
p u ff-by-p u ff with any cigarette in
the w orld!

V ' fc-------

Camels have a mild mellowness that
is as new to you as it is delightful.
Yet, that desirable “ body” is all there!
T h e y are alw ays refreshing — they1

PE-RU-NA

Worth Its Weight In Gold

n ev er tire y o u r taste*
Camels leave.no unpleasant cigaretty
aftertaste nor unpleasant cigaretty odor!
Your say-so about Camels will be:

e
[TURKISH & DOMESTIC*
BLEND
CIGARETTES

a

‘My), but that’s a great cigarette9

P a m e la a re so Id e v e r y w h e r e in s c ie n tific a lly s e a le d
p a c k a g e s o f 2 0 c ig a re tte s ; o r te n p a c k a g e s ( 2 0 0
c ig a r e tte s ) in a g la s s in e -p a p e r-c o v e re d c a rto n .
Wo
e tr o n g iy r e c o m m e n d t h is c a rto n f o r th e h o m e o r office
S u p p ly o r w h e n y o u t r a v e l

R J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
Winston-Salem, N. C-

J
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?A G S SIGHT

A W onderful Bargainfest Created-A Timely Opportunity Put Forth to You
A

MERCHANDISE
CLOSED
!R E A D I
MASTERSTROKE
I

J

This store will be closed
Monday and Tuesday , Aug.

i

9th and 10th to rearrange
Stock and mark goods to

This Big Store in the Throes o f Incomparable

advertised prices. Nothing
sold

until the

Price Cutting.

opening

date

Ends Saturday evening

j

August 21st

!

In conjunction with our 4th Anniversary Sale—It will be the
This entire

---------------------------------------------- thorough and choosing easy

! Here is a real sale that !
will measure up to every- j
j thing the word “ SALE” j
i

means.

—

With prices soar- I

j

ing sky high, we h a v e |
come out with high class j

j merchandise for less than j

$30,000 STOCK INVOLVED

Quick Action-Furious Selling-Fast Buying

will mark

j manufacturer’s costs. Our j
! Loss— Your Gain.

j

I _______________

this big Announcement

---------------------------------Read It A l l ---------------------------------A Sale Wherein Every Department in
this big Store Contributes its Quota of
Bargains

Ladies’, Misses’ and Children’s Fine

READY-TO-WEAR NOTIONS Come to It
Coats, Suits, Dresses, Petticoats, Mats. Cndeiiin.aerio. Aprons, Corsets. Fi derwear. Hosiery, Auto Coats, Silk Ties. Kid Cloves. Liuaerie. lions-’
Dresses, Street Dresses. Party Dresses, Chldren's Dresses. Pajamas. S lew 
ing Garments. Scarfs, Notions. Articles,
Cloves.
Pelts.
Ilandken-him's.
Sweaters. Coats, etc. Everything in the store will he Slashed.

Share in It

It is a ( hdnv. <•; Y;Uu< divin:
•e

-Community Peiielit of far reaehinp lmport-

(<• K. • r. .'>I<■i:; ’ •<r of ;];c Family.

In the Pia Store you will lind things

to vonr l:!;ina at Prices von will (lladlv Pav.

Prices Realistic—Thoroughly Reliable Goods—Brave the Crowds
SILK POPLIN DRESSES
With values to $1S.00, including
all this Season’s models going
at
$10.98

PORCH OR STREET DRESSES
Regular $8.50 value
Regular $7.00 value
Regular $5.00 value

$6.75
$5.45
$3.98

LADIES’ LONG COATS
In Tweed Mixtures,
thing for auto wear.
$45.00 value
$ 30.00 value

.hist the

$7o.ou value

$28.50
19.93

FINE GRADE VOILE WAISTS
Regular $4.25 value
Regular $ 3 .on value

EXTRA fSPCIAL!
EXTRA SPECIAL!

FURS!

FURS!

Our entire stock of HinmuT and
early fall wear.
Mariluni and
Ostrich Furs are th.-nwn intn
this sale at 1 2— 0 pF It >gulmSelling Brices.

HOSIERY FOR WOMEN
Hundreds of pairs of the famous
Gordon Brand H 300, in pure
thread silks, whites, blacks,
navy. Sold in every store at
$3.50. Going at pre-war prizes
$2.49 pair
Ladies White and Black Boot
Silk hose regular 75c value an
39cts
Pure Silk Hose, regular $2.50
value at
$1.98

ALL WOOL PLAID SKIRTS
Regular $25.on values
$18.75
Regular $ln.on values
7.50
Ladies All Wool Skirts in all tlm
newest fabrics, s t y I e s am1
shades.
Regular $2o.nu value
$14.50
Regular $ 9.on value
.5.93
Selectin’] assured as to style and
fabric.
For tin- p.iek i.f sane,
we are tumble to give you exact
description.

Suits at

$25.00

$ be. on

Suits at

18.50

CORSETS
These ci rst ts are all of extra
pe-tlity and of such well-known
brands as American Lady. Her
Majesty. M. A I\

•F'gu! o’ value
'•ni.v

$l.5u. large size
$1.50

Ofh m values

.on to $h.nn at

$1.98 to $6.50

SHORTS COATS
•;'55.on
$27.5n
$25.no

vain-’
vaiu<‘
value

$1.49
.98
.25

Reaular $i’.nn value
L- aular $l.5n value
ie-guiar 5u <• -al vahe-

$52.50 *
*37.5u

MISSES’ COATS
Regular $1S.00 value
$10.00

All Styles. All Materials

$52.50

These an- line hand fini.-!md and
man-tailored Suits, all wanted
colors and fabrics.
Advanced
Fall Si vies.

$2.9vS
$1.98

FURS!

WOMEN’S NECKWEAR

W om en’s Suits

LADIES BUNGALOW APRONS
Attractive and practical aprons,
well-made and pretty styles.
Regular $2.50 value
$1.89

f

i Forget all about •
| the High Prices of J
j
Merchandise
|

stock will be cut and slashed, and will be placed in bins and on racks to make examination

A u g u s t 11th :

„

j

greatest 10 day selling event of fine merchandise you ever saw in the State.

Sale Begins

- ...

GEORGETTE, CREPE
DE CHINE WAISTS
Charming and up-to-date styles
$15.no value
$11.50
<i.5o value
4.50
#

EXTRA SPECIAL!
EXTRA SPECIAL!
All Women’s. Misses' and Chil
dren's Winter Coats at a saving
of 25 to 45 per cent.
Styles for 1 9 2 0
BUY! ------------------- :--------- SAVE!

$36.00
23.50

FERRIS MATERNITY
$1.5n
.98

SWEATERS
SWEATERS
Ladies Extra Quality Slipon
Sweaters Regular $7.op
$4.98
Coat Sweaters or Tuxedo styles
Regular $11.50 value
$7.98

The famous Barmon Brand Ad
justable Dress.
Adjustable back, adjustable hem
pieces attached for mending.
All to be sold in this Anniversary
Sale at a fraction of their real
worth.

WOMEN’S UNDERWEAR
Summer weight vests, regular
25 cent value now
2 for 25c
Ladies Union Suits, summer,
ribbed, all styles, regular $1.00
value
89c
$1.25 value
98c

CORSETS

18.75
Represented in this lot are all
the popular lengths in Sport ef
fects developed o f Velours.
Game! s Hair and Polo (’ loth.

$2.no value
$1.5o valid’
HOUSE DRESSES

HURRY, LADIES!

A FEW LEFT
Leather fte (’oats in latest mo
dels ; allies to $ 20 .op going at
$9.98

Sale O p en s W ed n esd a y , A u g. 11, at 9 a. m .
_______ i

LADIES’ SMOCKS—

l.oo value

2.98

2 .<'o value

1.49

WET SEASON
Ladies’ and Misses’ Rain Coats

and shades, will be s■old as fel-

11 mdreds to ( Ik ( se from. All
we ask of you to come and

making purchases of $25.00 or

Values io $25.no now

$19.65

lows:

trust our statement.

more we will pay your cost of

Values to $ c.5o now

2.98

$12.00 value

$9.00

gasoline or your railroad fare

7.5o value

5.50

on your return trip.

5.oo* value

3.93

Free Fare
Free Gasoline

In all the newest fab ’’ics. styles

To those coming from a distance

/

No Credits, Approvals, Exchanges or Refunds during this sale

MIDDY BLOUSES

i
j
♦

j
j

PREPARE FOR THE

IN FA IT ’S BOOTEES
•>o <en4 value

INFANT’S SOFT SOLE SHOES

Sale Price 25c

$ ! . 2 5 value

Sale Price 89c

Prices Will Drop
THE PRICES ON E V E R Y 
THING IN THIS STORE WILL
DROP B E L O W M A R K E T
PRICE DURING THIS SALE.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO BUY A
YEAR’S SUPPLY AS PRICES
RAISE HIGHER AFTER THE
SALE.

JO E B E R N S T E I N
Ladies

■W»

Market Square

W

5« '

rm en t

Store
Houlton, Maine
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the importance in doing everything in
their power toward improving the wil
derness trails and locating new ones,
A
handkerchief
full
of
old-time
frac
for the convenience of not only our
Maine is better than California for
tional currency was received the other own people but for the thousands of
filming motion pictures, according to
day by the treasury from the heirs of out-of-the-State visitors who frequent
Charles M. Seay, member of the Mo a miser out in Ohio. The notes had the big woods every year. He told
tion Picture Directors’ Association and been found stuffed away in a wornout them that the trails should he kept
clear and distinct from one season to
' for several years with Edison, Vita- shoe.
More
than
$15,000,000
worth
of
these
another, fallen trees cut out and
g rap h , Equitable-World, and other pro
“ shinplasters,” as they used to be call when necessary, brush cleared away,
ducing companies, who has just been
ed, are still outstanding and will never so there may be no serious difficulty
visiting Portland, Maine is indeed be offered for redemption, save for a in following them.
Wardens while
proud to be recognized by this author few perhaps. Once in a while a small patroling the forest can do much to
I
ity as superior to California, which consignment of them comes from a ; make their territory more accessible
has long been considered the produc bank, long overlooked—maybe in t h c ( and thus assist the guides, who are
original sheets, not cut apart.
j often too busy in looking after canoes
er’s paradise.
Their denominations were three, ; and baggage to cut out or renew old
“On this, my iirst visit to Maine.’’
five. 10. 15. 25. and 50 cents, and the |paths. The wardens received instruc
says Mr. Seay, “1 am agreeably sur
total issues amounted to $:5GS,424,oso. ; tions to the above effect.
prised at the Pine Tree State’s beautiThe earliest were signed, each individ- ! The first report of a warden on this
,ful scenery, picturesque towns ami
ual note, by Treasurer Spinner, en- ; line of work comes from Howard Wood
hospitable people.’’
! graved signatures being unknown in of Patten, chief warden for Northern
The speaker, having been from one
those days. Think of it.!
Penobscot district, from which the
■end of California to the other, declares
An ingenius person hit upon the idea following extracts are taken:
the Sunset State has never shown to
of perforating the sheets wi.li a sew
I bad occasion to go over the Ap
him any more azure skies or clearer
ing machine, in order that tin' notes palachian trail to Mt. Katnhdin from
atmosphere than he has found here.
might be torn apart; but this, after a Stacyville early in June and beg to
“We know of no section of California,”
trial, was stopped, because many notes report conditions as follows:
he said, “where log driving can be pho
were injured in the tearing.
Tin* wagon road from Stacyville to
tographed at any season of the year. 1
Most of the fractional currency that
Also it is a well known fact that you
tho Hunt farm on the Past Branch is
reaches the treasury for redemption
in very good condition, kept in repair
icannot take snow scenes any place if
nowadays comes from the estates of '
by the E. B. Draper Go., who have
there is no snow. Snow seldom falls
very old persons who have tucked
headquarters at the Hunt farm. They
In Los Angeles, San Diego, San Ber- :
away small quantities of it in disused
also keep a man at the Lunksoo ferry
nardina, or other cities of that section.
pocketbooks or other old places.
who will ferry parties across the riv
The average is a light fall once in 20
Many of the notes are preserved as
er who desire to go up Wessataquick
years. Up on the mountain sides far
curicsities by collectors, and speci
or the East Branch. * * * Deputy
away from human habitation is found
mens of certain issues have consider
Bickford and myself crossed at the
that frozen element, but it lacks the
able value.
Hunt farm and went up an old tote
atmosphere suitable for drama of the
Most valuable are the 15-cent notes
road on the south side of Wessatahuman being.
with portraits of Grant and Sherman,
qnick to the Elbow camp: from thence
“For hunting camps, logging camps. ,
signed'by Spinner in red ink.
we followed the drivers' trail to Daisy
arctic atmosphere and border life of
dam and from there the Cushman trail,
the Canadian woods, Maine can du-,
crossing Katahdin brook less than a
plicate it but California cannot. Where
A BENEFIT TO HUMANITY
In all that far western state are to be
One of the Circus Women in the mile from its mouth. Both the later
found picturesque villages like Cas- show that recently played in Portland named trails are good walking but
tine, Machais, Gardiner, Camden, Bath had this to say about prohibition: in would not do for horses. We. how
Wiscasset, Thomaston, etc. There is , a little chat with a newspaper mat; ever. spotted them out new where
there were any trails branching off
no seacoast on either ocean to even , between matinee and night:
We then followed the old tote road on
eompare with that of Maine’s Where
Life has assumed r.ew and bet
are to be found more beautiful valleys
ter aspects since it came into
and hills than those between Caribou
force, in old days, it was half a
and Van Buren? The California
day’s job to round up the drunken
mountains when seen in motion pic
men. in nearly every city, and we
tures are bare of all trees, whilfe those
often went away leaving the poor
o f Maine are covered with forests that
men in the towns far from their
are a big asset of her natural wealth. 1 homes, because they were possibly
California has 1 no hard bark trees.
laid away in some den or other in
This state has a variety of a large
the town
number of species. What is more
Now, it is all so smooth. Men |
graceful than the indigenous elm ?; are saving their pay; sending it j
Every outdoor scene made in Califor-1 home to their families. Circus
nia pictures you will find the ever j women are as a rule domestic, j
present pepper trees, in alien from j They have their homes; their fam- i
Austrilasia, and not especially bauti-! lies; they rarely marry outside of j

MANY ‘SHINPUSTERS’
MAINE THE PUCE
STILL OUTSTANDING
TO MAKE MOVIES

ful.
I the profession. They are opposed j
“ Take her much talked of poppy I to liquor. The horrors of it tire I
Held, famous for their beauty of color
ever in their face and eyes. We
ing from one end of the country to the
have gotten out of Canada with a
other,” continued Mr. Seay. “They
feeling of having gotten out of
are not comparable in loveliness and j trouble. Thank God for the dry
oase to look at, with the polychrome i laws in the states. Business will
meadows, downs and rolling hills of { never stand for rum, again.
this state, resplendent in the gorge- j
ous hues of the burnt orange and the
yellow of the hawk flower, the purple IMPROVING MAINE
blossom of the vetch and the yellow
WILDERNESS TRAILS
cowslips, all of which vary in tone in
Willis E. Parsons, Maine's cominis
proportion to the distance of the fore-} 8joner 0f inland fisheries and game
ground, middle distance and horizon. in his annual report for the year l!tl!
“ Maine’s variety of seasons, scenery, urged upon the wardens and guides
towns, lakes, legends, streams, falls,
and seacoast makes her a fertile field
for the motion picture producer, which AT THIS SEASON
offers a fresh atmosphere for enter
LOSS OF APPETITE
taining dramas of every day life as we Is very common. In many rases it is
live it, made most attractive by new due to impure blood, which cannot
scenes unknown to the public, now give the digestive organs the stimi:
await some progressive man or men lus necessary for the proper per
to realize There is a ready market formance of their functions.
Thousands know by experience
-waiting for such pleasing entertain
that
Hood’s Sarsaparilla restores
ment, and such productions will make
appetite and would advise you to
clever insidious propaganda, showing
give it a trial this season. It origin
the outside world the attractiveness ated in the successful prescription oi
of this section and bring in a most ac a famous physician. Get it today.
ceptable revenue to its exploiters at
Take Hood’s Pills if you happen
to need a laxative— they don’ t gripe.
‘th e same time.”
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the north side of Katahdin brook to ney pond. The trail from Chimney
the lake and along this road we cut pond to the tree line, except in the
out all small trees that had been bent stream, is pretty badly filled with
across by the heavy snow last winter. fallen trees in places, but with the ex
From Katahdin Lake dam we followed ception of this, the whole trail the
the Cushman road around by his way we wept is in pretty good shape.
camps, cutting out obstructions and j There was no snow on the table
blazing new where it appeared to be j land and the Hunt trail on the other
somewhat blind, by Sandy Stream j side is free from obstructions, with a
pond.
| little snow in a few places when we

at the crowds that

front of the

For front wheels—
The U. S. Plain.
For best results—
e v e r y w h e r e — U. S.
Royal Cords.

movies

BCMMCORD•HOBBY-CHAIN-USCO-PLAIN

of Houlton, Maine

THURSTON and KINGSBURY CO.,

Bangor, Maine.

ing for something that isnft
there when they look for it.

every

Ill

W h a t a m an pays for in a
tire is quality— not a limited

would be renting half of their

num ber of m iles or the privi

theatres for store space, if it

lege of getting a

weren’t for the automobile.

case

the

up to the

//

rebate in

m iles don’t come
li1,

It is typical of Am ericans

U . S. Tires are guaranteed

that they took to the auto

as to quality— with no limi

mobile as a matter of course

tation o f mileage .

— just as they have to the
m ovies
great

and

to every other

invention

of the last

half century.

A n d that holds just as good
for the small car tire as for
the biggest U . S. Tire w e ’ve
got.

There’s on ly one stand

the sam e thing has

ard of quality with U . S.— and

happened every time. Taking

the size of the car has noth

things as th ey com e is a fine

ing w hatever to do with it.

way to foster waste and ex

*

Jlskfor it!

movie managers

And

4" ' h ‘O U LTO N , M A IN E

*

Your neighborhood dealer
•ells this superior coffee.

Ho niton,Maine

^ step out of their cars in

For ordinary country
roads—The U. S. Chain
or Usco.

Fits* National Bank

Coffee that delights
Maine folks and
folks w ho visit
Maine folks.

ton T rust Go.

I

In sandy or hilly coun
try, wherever the going
is opt to be heavy- The
U. S. Nobby.

W e w ill ex c h a n g e th ese fo r T e m p o ra ry
B on ds n o w in circu lation , fr e e o f ch arge
fo r th e service

would see later in the summer.

4 % Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

OOK

S elect y o u r tires a ecord in g to th e roads
th ey h ave to tr a v e l:

P e r m a n e n t 2nd Liberty
Bonds

We found many song

birds on the trip many more than you

The best evidence that saving and
bank deposits pay is found in the
record of the regular depositors
pass-book.
Start an account now with the Houlton
Trust Company.

The

Moulton $avings>

it should be.

W hat’s done as much as
anything else to fill up
the movie houses

4

1 »»

than they need, which is certainly as

At Sandy Stream pond we found the j got to the tree line on this side.
first snow (June 4) and from then* on j We saw several moose and deer and
we found more or less snow. From ; a few pat ridge on this trip, one par
here on we didn’t do much clearing j tridge almost to Chimney pond and
out. but continued to put on fresh fresh moose tracks on the snow up to
spots along.
! the very tree line above Chimney
From Dry pond we took a spotted j pond. This surprised me somewhat
trail around the south side.
We to find moose up to the foot of the
crossed the stream on the boulders, j main slide at that season of the year.
where we camped last summer am’ JWe found a party of fishermen at
continued on the main trail to Chim Katahdin lake.
1 find that most

sum m er evening.
4

sportsmen will not take more trout

travagance.

W e represent U . S. Tires

A s regards tires, the com e
back is about due.

IV

People

are pretty near through pay

in this town.

Y o u ’ll find it

worth while to talk to us be •
fore you buy any more tires.

United States Tires
H. M. CATES & SON; HOULTON
BERRY&BENN; HOULTON; ME.
ASHLAND GARAGE CO., ASHLA ND; MAINE

!i
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but was able to be brought home Sun
Mrs. Jean Woodworth of Derby son Sammy are spendinj the week a* , pictures on Wednesday. Seats now
day.
spent the week end with Mrs. E. B. West Branch Lake.
! on sale at the Box office.
The Misses Annie and Mildred Dun •Sawyer.
| When the glass says fit) in the* shade
can and Henry Russel of Easton were j Mr. and Mrs. Harold Logie spent
CARD OF THANKS
recent guests at the home of Welling ; Saturday night and Sunday at St.
! how would, you like to set in a nice
We desire to express our apprecia
! Andrews.
ton Kilpatrick.
j spring seat and see a new picture fea-Mrs. Delia Bennett of Houlton is tion for the many kindnesses extend j taring one of your favorite stars in a
Mrs. W. S. Orchard and daughter
ed
during
our
recent
boreavment
and
Elsie of Fredericton, N. B., are the ! visiting Mrs. Blanch Black and Miss for tile
many floral offerings sent in.
place that is as cool as your re]"iter
Subscribers should bear in j Albert Reed of Richmond, X. R. at- guests of Mrs. A. H. Sherwood during Carrie Sawyer.
Mrs. Alberta Cord rev
I tended the Sundav evening service1 at the Camp meeting.
ator,
world'1
/ ) that be jus/ about what
Mr. and Mrs. Marion (Ridden left
Mr. ;:r.d Mrs. Nehemia Stairs
mind that all subscriptions are i the Hall.
I
you
are
lookingfor? Try it some of
;
Monday
morning
for
a
visit
with
rela
Congratulations an 1 extended to Mr.
-Mr. and Airs. L. Terwilleger
payable in advance and the pa
and Mrs. Stephen Crane on tin1 arrival |tives in Rockland.
these hot afternoons at the Torn ole
122p
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. White
of a daughter born at the Aroostook ; .Miss Ruby Carpenter of Skowhegan
and see if it isn't.
per will be discontinued at ex
MONTICELLO
hospital on August 4th.
1visited with Mr. George Adams and
Get your seats early for the Big
Several from here attended the
piration. Notice of such expira
The U. B. Church will be closed dur family last week.
’ Camp Meeting at Littleton on Sun ing Camp-meeting and will reopen
TEMPLE THEATRE NOTES
Musical show at the Temple Wednes
tion will be sent out the First of day.
Mr. D. F. Sawyer was the week end
August 22nd at 10.20 a. m.. in the af
25 people at ill eTemple Wednesday day .Matinee and Evening, you have
Mrs. Susie Smith and Mrs. Thomas ternoon there will be a baptism at ■guest of his daughter Mrs. Horace
each month .
i
Kelso
of
Houlton.
Matinee
and evening. New York's- Big your favorite seat why not set tiiere.
Melvin are spending the week at the 2.20 o’clock.
Musical
Show
one of the best shows
Mr.
George
Getchell
was
obliged
to
Camp
ground.
Malde Normand in her new Picture
Orie X. Titcomb was called to
Commencing Saturday, May 15, 1920
Arthur Passmore and wife and son Presque Isle on Saturday by the ill enter the Madigan hospital last Thurs of the season. Matinee at 2 o'clock ad “ The Slim Princess" is a scream, com
the T IM E S office w ill close at noon Clarence are enjoying a few weeks
ness of his daughter Florence who day for treatment.
mission 50c, 75c, $1.00; Evening show ing next Monday you will want to see
every Saturday during May, June. at the sea shore.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin McLean and at S.15 admission 75c, $1.00, $1.5o no it.
was visiting her grandparents Mr. and
Mrs. Flora Jewell and Mrs. Arnot Mrs. John Brown.
July and August, in accordance with
daughter and Mr. Joe McLean aro vis
At the meeting of the grange on iting in Miriamchi.
the usual custom of Banks and County Archibald are spending the week at
the Littleton Camp grounds.
Tuesday evening, it was voted to have
Mrs. Fred Hazeltine arrived from
offices.
H. L. Good and wife and their a basket social at our next meeting Boston
last night and is visiting
guest Mrs. Minnie Verplast left by on Tuesday evening, August 17. The friends and
relatives.
auto Monday for St. Andrews.
OAKFIELD
baskets are to be auctioned off for the
The Sunday School picnic will be
C.
L.
Griffin
and
family
from
SEE
benefit of the Piano Fund.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Spaulding and
held at Crescent Park Wednesday,
Littleton Camp meeting opened Sun- i August 11th all invited.
son Albert of Cliftondale, Mass., are Hampton were calling on friends in
The
In town for a few weeks visiting with town Saturday. They were on their day with a good attendance.
Misses Helen Tingley and Mildred
Mrs. Spaulding’s mother, Mrs. Hunt- way by auto to Portage Lake for the weather was fine and the people had Huggard of Houlton visited with Mrs.
rest
of
the
summer
at
their
cottage
the opportunity of hearing thre ex B. K. Burleigh last week.
ley and other relatives. Mr. and Mrs. there.
cellent sermons: Dr. Wall of Fort FairSpaulding were former residents of
Mrs. Robert Adams returned home
Howard Nelson returned last week field preached in the forenoon; Rev.
this place and their many friends are
from Houlton hospital last week where
from
Portland
where
he
has
been
at
H. H .Marr of Caribou in the after
glad to see them in town again.
the Maine General Hospital for treat noon; and Rev. Wm, Snow of Mars she has been for treatment.
Mr. Daniel Stewart and family spent 1
ment since April. His many friends Hill in the evening.
several days the past week in Green- j
WASHBURN
are pleased to see him back improved
ville with their son James and family. ]
The Boy.Scouts are in camp at Bea in health.
Mr .and Mrs. Lester Kelso and son
Resolutions
of
Respect
Dr
E.
W.
Boyer
and
son
of
Waterver Brook this week.
Sherwood of Houlton were Sunday
Whereas,
death
has
again
entered
ville
were
calling
on
friends
in
town
Buster Bishop visited in Linneus
Monday morning. He is on his way Littleton Grange and claimed our be guests of Mr. and Mrs. Garfield Bur- 1
and Houlton last week.
ton.
i
Mrs. C. U. Bishop was the guest of his way home from a trip through loved brother Gardner Logan, There
Miss Mary Collins who is training j
fore
be
it,
Quebec.
He
practiced
in
this
town
Mrs. James Magill at her cottage ‘‘Log
Resolved, that in the death of our in the State Infirmary at Tewksbury,
thirty years ago and has only been
Inn” at Portage Lake last week.
Mass., is visiting her mother Mrs. Jes- I
Rev. S. H. Webb pastor of the M. here once since that time, and of brother Littleton Grange has lost a sie Collins.
!
true and faithful member.
E. Church is expecting the arrival of course he saw many changes.
Messrs. H. J. Ruth, Edwin Sawyer.
Resolved,
that
we
extend
our
svmhis family from Berwick this week.
pathy to the breaved wife and chil- ' Charles and Lester Rockwell enjoyMrs. Clarence Wibht and little
[F. O. B. Houlton!
i dren and only sister, that our Char- ed an Auto trip to Ashland and Grand
EAST HODGDON
daughter returned Saturday night
Falls last week.
\
from a visit in the southern part of the
Miss Milcent Wilder was the week j ter be daped for period of 20 days, that
Miss Lala Hall returned to her posi
j
a
copy
of
these
resolutions
be
placed
state.
end guest of Miss Viola Egears.
tion in the Telephone office at Presque
Mr. fnd Mrs. E. Whittaker and lit
Rev. Henry Speed and Mrs. Speed on our records, one sent to the be Isle after spending her vacation with
------Sold b y ------tle daughter Julia have returned from were calling on friends in this place reaved family and one to the Houlton her mother Mrs. Mary Hall.
Times for publication.
a two weeks visit at Prospect Harbor last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Adams of StacyMaude A. Jenkins, Lewis (’arson
and Bar Harbor.
The annual Sunday School Picnic
ville and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Graham
and
Olive
Leavitt,
Committee
on
Res
Mr. and Mrs. R. O. Stoddard motor will be held Tuesday, August 16 in
of Boston and Mrs. Isaac Bishop and
olutions.

J

“The Traffic”
Tw o Ton Truck

Price $1680

ed to Bar Harbor on Friday. They Fred London’s Grove.
were accompanied by Mrs. C. U. Bis
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Stairs of New
hop as far as Bangor and were joined Limerick were the guests of Mrs.
j
LINNEUS
by Mr. and Mrs. E. Whittaker at Bar Herbert Crane, Sunday.
Miss Gladys Adams is visiting in
Harbor on their return.
Miss Clara M. Smith of Alliance,
Alb. has been the guest of her aunt, I Moro.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Graham of BosMrs. John Grant part of last week.
HODGDON
Miss Gladys London of Sherman, ! ton are visiting relatives.
Mrs. Geo. Adams left Monday for a
Mr. J. C. Perrigo has recently pur who has been visiting relatives here
visit with relatives in Bangor.
WEDNESDAY
the past week has returned home.
chased a Dort car.
Mrs. B. D. Tingley of Houlton visit The Kalzenjammer Kids Co. of 25 people
There will be no service in the East
Mr. Wilbur Howard has recently
presents the show
purchased a Lexington car.
Hodgdon church Sunday, August 14, ed Mrs. B. K. Burleigh last week.
Mrs. Beecher Howard had one of on account of Campmeeting at Little- i Quite a number from here attended
“ KATZENJAMMER KIDS”
ton.
! Littleton Camp meeting Sunday.
her fingers badly jammed last week.
Matinee at 2 o'clock, Evening 8.15. A d 
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ingraham were on
Miss Laura Millbury of Woodstock.; Mrs. Amos Morrison is much im mission Matinee 50c. 75c and $1.0*, Live
an auto trip in the Provinces last who was the guest of Miss Sadie proved in health at this writing.
Andrew Adams had Lightning rods ning 75c, $1.00 and $1.50.
week.
Barton, the past week has returned
one of the Best Shows of the Season
A large crowd attended the ice home.
; placed on his buildings last week.
cream social last Friday evening and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Barton and I Quite a number of parties have been
THURSDAY
the proceeds was $34.50.
Claude Barton of Houlton were the j blueberrying during the past week.
Betty Hilburn in “The Girl of the Sea”
Jewett
Adams
purchased
a
new
The many friends of Lynwood guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Barton
Auburn Beauty Six car last Saturdy. The diving and swimming which Miss
Rhoda are pleased to learn of an im- Sunday.
Mrs. Vernon McFarlane of Houlton Hilburn does in this production are some
provenlent in his condition.
Mr. John Grant, Miss Eva Grant
of the most remarkable ever screened
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Lycette and son and Henry Higgins were the guests of i is visiting her mother Mrs. Mary Hall. N ew s
Bu rton Holmes T ra v e lo g u e
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ray
Cordorey
and
son
Jasper spent Saturday and Sunday relatives in Millville, N. B. part of
Earl have visited relatives here late
with relatives in Millinocket.
last week.
F R ID A Y
Mr. and Mrs. Verner Sterrltt, Mr.
Mrs. Jasper Crane is spending this i ly.
“Alias Miss Dodd”
and Mrs. Burchard Reed were on an week in Canterbury, N. B. the guest I Miss Dora Bickford of Hodgdon was Featuring Miss Kdith Roberts in a family
auto trip to Bangor last week.
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. William |the week end guest of Mrs. H. J. drama assisted by Walter Richardson a l
Ruth.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Benn and Boardman.
so Screen M ag azine
daughter Marion enjoyed an auto trip
Mr. and Mrs. Miles Smith want to j Katherine Jackson of Houlton spent
a
few
days
last
week
with
Willa
Ste
to Grand Falls, N. B. last week.
thank their friends for their kindness j
SATURDAY
to them in their bereavement in the wart.
Louise Glaum in
loss of their little son.
i Miss Winnie Logie of Houlton is
“Tom Wolf’s Daughter”
BRIDGEWATER
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Aucoin started spending her vacation with relatives
A
colorful
production
of London and Paris
here.
Mrs. Junci Wilson has returned last Wednesday on a trip to Cape
of yesterday and today also M ac k SenMrs.
Chas.
Hazeltine
of
Chelmsford
Breton
to
visit
his
parents
whom
he
|
h ome from Portland.
n e t t t Comedy “ L E T ’ E R GO" and M U T T
Ranson Hartley injured his shoul has not seen for a number of years, Center, Mass, is visiting Mrs. Claud*1 and J E F F
they went by auto accompanied by a Ruth.
der badly but Is improving.
(
Everyon is planning to attend the few friends.
We are sorry to report the death of
Soldler’r Reunion at Mars Hill next
Vernon Wendall, the four months old
week.
' Mr. and Mrs. Simon. Bernstein are baby of Mr. and Mrs. Miles Smith,
The
in Montreal to attend the wedding of who passed away August 2.
neighbors and friends sympathize
a relative.
Mrs. Allen Boone is stopping at her with them in their loss.
Suffer the little children
cottage at Riverside during the camp
To come unto me.
meeting.
Mrs. Bliss Morton has been in town
the past week a guest of her daughter
LITTLETON
Mrs. Gene Simonson.
The funeral of Fred Burns occerred,
Mrs. Walter Tyrell of Derby is vis
W e have taken the agency for the Podge Motor
Thursday afternoon at his late home iting her brother Fred Ewings.
on the Snow road.
Lewis Carson was drawn to s e n *1
Car for Southern Aroostook, and will De able to
Mrs. Estelle Martin of Hudson. N.
the September term of Court at
Y. is a guest at Mr. and Mrs. Arthur at
Caribou.
make deliverses on came
Collins’ for a few weeks.
Miss Ada Brown of Presque Ish1
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rideout are re was the week end guest of her sister
ceiving congratulations on the birth Mrs. Orrie Titcomb.
of a daughter born August 5th.
Tracy who has been spend
Leave you watch and jewelry re ingClifton
his vacation with his unde Jesse
pairing at Bridgewater Drug Store, P. Tracy returned to Augusta Friday.
Osgood of Houlton will do the rest.
Florence Titcomb who had an at
Bertha Rideout went Saturday to tack
of indigestion is still very sick
Presque Isle to pass Sunday with her
sister Annie who is attending Norma)
School there.

Week of Aug. 9, 1920
Temple Theatre

Attention

A. T. FORTUNE
Houlton, Maine

wr/fcrresmt

You il find its Uses Countless,
Like the Stars
a can of Winchester General Utility Oil
.m tiiat handy kitchen drawer. To lubricate,
clea; d-dish and prevent r/ct.
I - il<*r i :;*/ vaenupi ( Je/re
s 'Vii’ c machine,
phonejraph, washing mv : i?r\ <■!/lererfs roller
skatt and bicycLo lev n >:
res,lirorrn. •. ;>
. r-;. L, ' y; /
,
r
■- • ' ---' »■i i ■' yj 1
.V ... . v. Ullie
in t
2— ...el a can. Taree ounces, d'J cents.

K

L

WE HAVE

Hand & Harrington

Houlton, Maine

THE

W M C ff£S TM

store

T-*art*•'

= □

W illys

Cates Garage, Houlton, Maine
Studebaker, Lexington
and Dodge Cars

Ranges and Pipeless Furnaces.

Miss Mary Hand spent the week:: Samples are now on our floor.
end the guest of Miss Vera Scott of
We believe them to be um*<iwal
Hodgdon.
Rev. C. P. Henderson of Bear River, ed.
N. S. will hold service at the Hall next
Come in and look them over.
Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. William Crane of Lin
We will e glad to show them
neus spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
without putting you under any
James Longetaff.
Mr#- and Mrs. P. A. Thompson and j ob lig a tion
family of Houlton called on relatives
6
Our latch string is always out
here'Sunday evening.
Mrs. Edwin Turner and Mr. and and the Welcome on our mat is
Mrs. R. M. Fleming cf Debec, N. B.,
for you.
called on friende here, Sunday.
Miss Geraldine and Master Lester
Thompson are visiting at the home of
their uncle Mr. O. L. Thompson.
Friends of Mrs. A. E. Thompson
will regret to fearn that she is in the
Smyrna Mills, Maine
Aroostook Hospital for treatment.
M r. and Mrs. Harry Reed and Mr.

J. E.TARBELL&SONS

Do Your Shoes Need Repairing?
....... .

O ur W ork

and

P rices

G u a r a n te e d ------------

McGary’s S h o e S t o r e
H o u lto n , M a in e

nAdvertised Goods A re Your
Protection 11
That is the sign that is in the windows of this stor *1 calling attention to
advertisements from The Saturday Evening Post, Ladies Home Journal,
('osmospolitan, American and Photoplay Magazines. These ads tell of cer
tain articles that are sold in Oakfield by this store and the articles are
shown y«u with the ads.
Among these articles are the following:
Elgin Watches
Hamilton Watches
Waltham Watches
South Bend Watches
Big Ben Alarm Clocks
WWW Rings
Ostbv and Barton Rings
Pyrex Casseroles
Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pens
Sheaffer's Fountain Pens
Eastman Kodaks and Supplies
Old Hampshire Bond Stationery
1S47 Roger Bros., Wm. Rogers and
Community Plate Silverware
These articles are advertised from Oregon to Florida ami from southern
California to Maine. They have a reputation with the public—a reputation
built tip by long years of honorable dealing, of value giving and of progres- |
sive business methods.
|
If the public had not trusted these concerns they could not have
|
stayed in business year in and year out. You aro fully protected
when you buy these articles at this Store. See o tr wondows.

N. W . Gerrish, Jeweler
O a k fie ld , M a in e

' 4

PUTNAM HARDWARE CO.

NOW

LUDLOW
Ttfr. Fred Warman, who has been 111
for several months, is able to drive
out.
Mrs. Edith Hand spent Sunday with
her sister Mrs. William Knox of Houl
just unloaded a Carload of the
ton.
Miss Audrey Thompson is visiting ! famous Round Oak
St ov es .
Miss Marjorie McCain of New Limer- j

w EP

T

H E Lighting Plant with
the famous Knight Sleeve
Valve Motor. 4jLa r g e r
capacity, better wearing
qu alities.

4jf Investigate

beforejbuying. 4J Send for
descriptive matter.

A. M. Stackpole, Jr.
Representing Aroostook County
Bridgewater, Maine

